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Abstract
Because the market has an insatiable appetite for new functionality, performance is
becoming an increasingly important factor. The telecommunication and network do-
mains are especially touched by this phenomenon but they are not the only ones.
For instance, the automotive applications are also affected by the passion around the
electronic devices that are programmable.
This thesis work will focus on embedded applications based on programmable pro-
cessing unit. Indeed, nowadays, for time to market reasons, re-use and flexibility are
important parameters. Consequently, embedded processors seem to be the solution
because the behavior of the circuit can be modified by software what does not cost
a lot compared to Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) or Digital Signal
Processors (DSPs) where hardware modifications are necessary. This choice is judi-
cious compared to multi-pipeline processors like superscalar or Very Long Instruction
Word (VLIW) architectures or even in comparison to a Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA) which require more silicon area, consume more energy and are not as
robust as simple scalar processors.
Nevertheless, commercial scalar processors, dedicated to embedded systems, have poor
frequencies which has a negative effect on their performance. This phenomenon is even
more visible with deep-submicron technologies where the primary memories and wire
delays do not scale as fast as the logic. Furthermore, the memory speed decreases
when their capacity of storage increases and depends on both their organization (as-
sociativity, word size, etc.) and the IPs of the foundry. Likewise, synthesizable IP
memories have a greater access time than their hard macrocell counterparts.
This thesis work proposes a new synthesizable architecture for scalar embedded pro-
cessors dedicated to alleviate the drawbacks previously mentioned and called Memory
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Wall : so, its goal is to push back the limits of frequency without introducing wasted
cycles used to solve data and control dependencies, independently of the foundry. The
architecture that came out, called Deep Submicron RISC (DSR), is made up of a sin-
gle pipeline with eight stages that executes the instructions in-order. In addition to
tackle the memory access time and to alleviate the delays of wires, it is appropriate
to minimize the power consumption.
The proposed architecture is compared to two MIPS architectures, the MIPS R3000
and the MIPS32 24k in order to be able to analyze the performance of the architec-
tures themselves, independently of both Instruction Set (ISA) MIPS 1 and compiler.
The R3000 is a processor born in the 90’s and the 24k came out in 2004.
Obviously, the study reveals that the five-stage processor remains efficient—especially
in comparison to the MIPS24k—when the critical path passes by the core and not by
the primary memories.
Even if the MIPS24k tackles in part theMemory Wall, DSR is much more efficient and
reach a gain of efficiency—defined as performance
surface
—of 72% thanks to its High-density
version (DSR-HD) compared to a five-stage processor. DSR is even more efficient than
the two MIPS processors when the transistor channel length decreases, the wire delays
are important or the memories are large and their organization complex.
Key words:
embedded processor, scalar architecture, memory wall, high-efficiency, low cost,
deep-submicron technology, interconnexion delay effect.
Re´sume´
Devant la de´mocratisation de l’acce`s aux technologies de l’information, les besoins
en capacite´ de traitement des donne´es, en vitesse de traitement et de transport de la
dˆıte information ainsi que l’exploitation des services associe´s ne cessent de croˆıtre. Les
domaines des te´le´communications et des re´seaux sont particulie`rement concerne´s par
ces phe´nome`nes, mais ils ne sont pas les seuls. A titre d’exemple, le secteur automobile
est e´galement touche´ par l’engouˆement que suscite l’e´lectronique associe´e a` l’informa-
tique.
Ce travail de the`se se concentrera sur les applications embarque´es base´es, de sur-
croˆıt, sur une unite´ de traitement programmable. En effet, pour des raisons de mises
sur le marche´ rapides et afin d’e´viter de re-de´velopper une majeure partie d’un cir-
cuit, la notion de flexibilite´ est cruciale de nos jours. Par conse´quent, les processeurs
embarque´s semblent tous de´signe´s pour re´pondre a` ces attentes, moyennant des modi-
fications logicielles rapides et peu couˆteuses compare´es a` des Circuits Inte´gre´s De´die´s
a` une Application (ASIC) ou a` des Processeurs de Traitement du Signal (DSP) ou` des
changements mate´riels s’imposent. C’est aussi un choix judicieux en comparaison a`
des processeurs a` plusieurs chaines de traitement d’information (pipelines) comme les
architectures a` Longues Instructions (VLIW) ou superscalaires ou encore, a` des Ma-
trices de Portes Logiques Programmables (FPGA) car ils impliquent peu de silicium,
ils consomment peu et ils sont fiables de par leur simplicite´.
Ne´anmoins, force est de constater que les processeurs du marche´, destine´s a` des
syste`mes embarque´s, ont des vitesses de fonctionnement tre`s limite´es, ce qui a un
effet ne´faste sur leurs performances. Ce phe´nome`ne sera d’autant plus notable avec le
passage aux technologies dites a` longueur de canal infe´rieure au micron ou deep sub-
micronique pour lesquelles l’e´volution des vitesses de fonctionnement des me´moires
primaires et des interconnexions ne suivront pas celles de la logique inte´gre´s. Qui plus
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est, la fre´quence de ces me´moires de´croˆıt quand leur capacite´ de stockage augmente,
augmente en fonction de la complexite´ de leur organisation (associativite´) et de´pend
des librairies du fondeur. Leur temps d’acce`s est e´galement plus important lorsqu’il
s’agit de Solutions Logicielles Proprie´taires (IPs) synthetisables en comparaison a` des
circuits de´ja` inte´gre´s dans une technologie donne´e (hard macrocell).
Ce travail de the`se propose une nouvelle architecture synthe´tisable pour processeurs
scalaires embarque´s destine´e a` e´viter ou atte´nuer, suivant les cas, les inconve´nients
pre´cite´s, regroupe´s sous le terme de Mur de Me´moire (Memory Wall) : elle a donc
pour objectif de repousser les limites de vitesse de fonctionnement tout en limitant
l’impact de de´pendance des donne´es et du controˆle du flot d’execution d’un programme
sur la performance, quelle que soit la fonderie. L’architecture re´sultante, nomme´e Deep
Submicron RISC (DSR), est un unique pipeline a` huit e´tages qui traite les instructions
dans l’ordre dans lequel elles arrivent. Outre le fait de s’attaquer aux temps d’acce`s
des me´moires on-chip ainsi qu’aux de´lais de propagation des signaux dans les inter-
connexions, on pourra de´montrer, a posteriori, qu’elle a e´galement un effet positif sur
la consommation d’e´nergie.
L’architecture propose´e DSR est compare´e a` deux architectures de la compagnie
MIPS, le MIPS R3000 et le MIPS32 24k, afin de pouvoir comparer les performances
lie´es a` une architecture, inde´pendamment du compilateur et du jeu d’instructions
(ISA). En effet, DSR et son imple´mentation ont e´te´ re´alise´s a` partir du jeu d’instruc-
tions MIPS 1. Le R3000 e´tant un processeur standard a` 5 e´tages de pipeline du de´but
des anne´es 90 et le 24k le dernier mode`le de chez MIPS datant de 2004.
L’e´tude montre, s’il en e´tait besoin, que lorsque le temps d’acce`s de la me´moire pri-
maire ne pe´nalise pas la fre´quence intrinse`que du processeur, l’architecture a` 5 e´tages
reste efficace, notamment vis-a`-vis du MIPS32 24k.
Meˆme si le 24k tient partiellement compte de la proble´matique e´tudie´e dans ce tra-
vail de the`se, il n’en est pas moins que DSR atteint un gain en efficacite´ (performance
surface
)
de l’ordre de 72% graˆce a` sa version Haute Densite´ (DSR-HD) par rapport a` son
e´quivalent a` 5 e´tages. La DSR se de´marque d’autant plus des deux processeurs MIPS
que la longueur de canal du transistor diminue, le de´lai des interconnections est im-
portant, la taille des me´moires est grande et leur organisation est complexe.
VMots-cle´s :
processeur embarque´s, architecture scalaire, mur de me´moire, haute efficacite´, faible
couˆt, technologie a` longueur de canal infe´rieure au micron, impact des de´lais des
interconnexions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Superscalar or VLIW processors are usually not dedicated to embedded systems be-
cause of their cost (silicon area) and their energy consumption. Indeed, simpler and
smaller machines like single instruction issue processors are more appropriate for this
market [4]. Moreover, embedded applications that need high processing power run on
a large number of microprocessors such as a matrix of simple Central Processing Units
(CPUs).
Furthermore, one can note that all of today’s IP embedded processors run at rela-
tively low clock rates [30] and because not all embedded applications are concerned
by power consumption, elaborating a higher performing embedded RISC processor
architecture makes sense. One way of doing this is to increase the clock frequency
of the processor—i.e., the number of operations performed per second. To do so, we
had to understand how pipelined logic could be so slow: the bottleneck comes from
the on-chip primary cache access time, also known as the Memory Wall [14] [29] [32].
Furthermore, this critical path will worsen with new technology nodes: indeed, the
speed gap between logic and memory access will continue to increase for each new
technology node because the wire delay will not scale down as much as the transistor
delay [9][31]. Consequently, a new architecture should integrate this undesirable effect.
Higher performing scalar processors will be interesting for embedded applications that
need a high processing power like network processors that run on arrays of micropro-
cessors: in this case, the matrix would contain less processors because each processor
has a higher computation power. Consequently, less silicon area will be used and the
1
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program partitioning among those CPUs would be easier to do.
Although that bottleneck was also newly highlighted by analysts [59], it did not
seem to be really taken into account by scalar processor manufacturers as we will see
in chapter 2.
Finally, this work is well suited for fabless companies that integrate CPUs in their
chip. Indeed, in addition to the benefit of building the chip the way they want (pack-
age, speed independent) and being independent of the processor vendor’s health, they
should still work with the chip factory they like to work with. The latter point is
essential in this study: indeed, there is great difference of frequency between on-chip
memories depending on the foundry one chose. Consequently, if they do not want their
chip to be limited by the memory access time, they could be forced to choose among
a very limited number of chip factories which propose their own on-chip memories in
the sense that they are already included in their processor cores: in that case, fabless
companies may be constraint to buy the whole CPU and memories package.
The processor architecture developed in this document allows the fabless chip mak-
ers to license both CPUs and primary memories from different IP vendors with no
constraint on the foundry choice and may ensure better performance, as detailed in
chapters 4 and 7.
Furthermore, a side effect of this thesis work is to reduce the performance gap
between embedded microprocessors designed by large teams and those created by
small companies as explained in paragraph 7.2.
1.2 Goals
The goal of this work is to propose a High Performance and High Density RISC
architectures, called DSR-HP and DSR-HD, that eliminate or alleviate the primary
on-chip memory critical access time effect. To do so, comparisons will be made with
processors based on the same ISA and using a single C compiler (with the same
options).
This timing is increasingly critical with the new technology nodes because primary
memories are still accessed in one clock cycle whereas long wires in the cache’s critical
path will prevent cache delay from scaling as quickly as simple gate delays: it is called
Deep Submicron RISC architecture because DSR tackles the deep submicron wire
penalty.
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Two other different processor architectures will derive from DSR-HP based upon that
unique microarchitecture. Each of which treats a specific integrated circuit factor like
performance, silicon area or power consumption, as mentioned below:
1. DSR-HP, a High Performance (HP) architecture, which is the starting point of
this thesis. Performance improvements, in comparison to MIPS’s processors, due
to an increase in the clock frequency until a certain speed threshold be reached.
DSR can even use High Density (HD), and then slow, primary memories in certain
applications and still ensure a performance gain. The two following architectures
derive from it.
2. DSR-HD, a HD architecture based on high density memory technology but that
uses single port primary memories instead of dual ports, this time. This architec-
ture requires less silicon area than the previous one because dual-port memories
are bigger than their single port counterparts. Useful when the performance is
not a priority or when these single-port slow memories still allow to exceed a
frequency threshold that increase performance. For efficiency reasons, the thesis
will gradually focus on this architecture.
3. DSR-LP, a Low Power architecture similar to DSR-HD but where supply voltage
scaling is applied to feed the memories. Indeed, since DSR needs two clock
domains and allocates the slowest one to the primary memory subsystem, the
caches’ supply voltage can be lowered until a value that correspond to the required
cache’s frequency [19]. This architecture cumulates two advantages from a power
consumption view point: first, the primary memory clock is slowest than the
CPU for an unchanged number of access, then, the power supply can be lowest
than the CPU.
Obviously, the choice of one of these architectures depends on the application needs.
Thus, the main challenges of this work consist in improving the performance of the
processor designed in submicron technologies independently of the foundry and allow-
ing the system to use or keep using high-density, slow memory components—such as
caches or SRAMs—to enhance the efficiency.
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1.3 Structure of the Thesis
The first part of this thesis deals with a brief survey of current commercial and aca-
demic scalar embedded processors in its second chapter: most well-known processors
which treat instructions in order are analyzed.
Chapter 3 discusses the limitations of such architectures in terms of speed and perfor-
mance, leading to the proposed architecture described in chapter 4—architecture that
is still scalar and the stages of whom are described in chapter 5.
Chapter 6 describes the software environment used to model, test and characterize
our solution and to implement it. Indeed, a VLSI implementation of the proposed
architecture was achieved and the circuit area and speed features were exploited to
elaborate the results reported in chapter 7.
Performance results and comparison with its counterparts are reported in chapter 7
where memory size and organization, interconnexions and deep submicron technolo-
gies are taken into account.
Finally, chapter 8 concludes this report and gives perspectives for future jobs.
Chapter 2
Embedded Scalar Processor State
of the Art
2.1 Introduction
The embedded microprocessor market is the fastest growing portion of the computer
market [15][20] in the communications, data processing infrastructures, medical, in-
strumentation and factory automation segments. ARM [54] should still remain the
most important embedded processor vendor, in terms of market shares, among others
MIPS [62], ARC [53], IBM [58] and Tensilica [65] competitors for the near future.
Even recently, most embedded scalar processors were made up of five stages unified
on a single pipeline for power and cost reasons [20]. So, ARC [53], ARM [16], MIPS
[27], PowerPC [28] or other Tensilica [65] processor vendors dedicated a single clock
cycle to access both instruction and data memories. As a consequence and claimed
in [29], [9] and resumed by the Faraday company [14], the frequency of current scalar
processors is limited by the technology of today’s on-chip memories that have an access
time that do not follow the speed evolution of their logic counterpart. Phenomenon
that will worsen with the new technology nodes due to the wire delay that will become
increasingly prevailing [1] [12] [22] [60].
Table 2.1 reports the main recent embedded processors on the market1. The trend
is to extend the number of stages (traditionally set to five) but not for the same
purpose: only some vendors allocate more time to access the memory. All these
companies claimed to reach high frequency such as 550 MHz and we can believe them
1A quite exhaustive list of microprocessor vendors and cores is located at [61]
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if they are speaking about the bare CPU because the logic is well balanced over all the
stages. However, this is just a marketing technique because a core is useless without
associated memories, and then these numbers have no real value. This is even truer
when one knows that primary memory’s data that go back to the core are part of the
critical path because memory typically operates at slower speeds than processor clock
rates.
The clock frequencies reported in table 2.1 were mainly obtained with the TSMC
0.13µm processes under the worst conditions: the LV-OD process, based on Low
Threshold Voltage, is used for high performance purposes whereas G defines a standard
and low-cost process. All these feature are provided by the companies themselves
through their web site and concerns the CPU core only, i.e., without memories.
CPU cores
CPU Frequency (MHz)
Pipeline Depth Instruction Issue
CL013G CL013LV-OD
MIPS32 24K 400 625 8 1
MIPS32 4Kc 210 330(a) 5 1
ARM11 333 550 8 1
XtensaLX 300 350 7/9(b) 2
XtensaV 300 350 5 1
ARC700 400 533 7 1
ARC600 290 350 5 1
PPC405 GPr 266− 400(c) 5 1
PPC440 EP 333− 533(d) 7(b) 2
PPC440 GP 400− 500(c) 7(b) 2
PPC440 GX 533− 800(d) 7(b) 2
Table 2.1: Main Embedded Processor Core (only) Features. (a) frequency obtained by
an extrapolation of 56.25% from 210 MHz using the relation between the MIPS32 24K
frequencies under the CL013G and CL013LV processes. That is the faster MIPS 5-stage
processor. (b) superscalar architectures. (c) results obtained with a CMOS SA-27E, 0.18µm
IBM’s process (Hard macro). (d) results obtained with a CMOS Cu-11, 0.13µm IBM’s
process (Hard macro).
2.2 Academic’s Solutions
Since a while, memory has been identified as a bottleneck for processor performance
and the term of Memory Wall came out [51] which includes the memory bandwidth,
the miss rate, the miss penalty and the hit time in the cache. Even if many researches
have been made on these factors, the Memory Wall issue is still of topicality [32] and
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the L1 memory access time remains a major limiting factor for embedded systems [40],
especially for cacheless applications. What follows mainly focuses on what have been
done, up to now, to reduce the L1 cache access time.
As of the 80’s, the processor-memory gap was born in the sense that memory access
time started to slow down the CPU execution time [20]. Then, caches was introduced
to alleviate this effect [46]: this approach is based on the fact that smaller hardware
is faster and on the principle of locality. The idea behind the latter point is that the
required data are mainly located in a close range of addresses within the memory.
Consequently, a small memory should contain the requested data and whenever it is
not the case, the main memory is solicited.
Then, still for performance and cost reasons, appeared the principle of memory
hierarchy that consists in having multiple levels of caches between the CPU and the
main memory, where lower is the level, smaller and faster is the cache [46]. This
technique may help to reduce the memory hit time by having even smaller L1 caches.
In the 90’s, having small caches allowed to implement L1 caches on the same chip
that the processor and then reduced the cache access time [48].
Also, it came out that simple caches have the smallest access time due to the
fact that the data may come from a less important number of lines—e.g., the data
in a one-way set associative, also called direct-mapped, cache is located in a single line.
The previously mentioned multi level memory system may also have a negative
effect on the L1 data cache access time. Indeed, whenever a memory request occurs,
the CPU checks if this request can be satisfied by the L1 cache (excepted for cacheless
applications) by comparing a part of the current address—referred as tag—with the
ones of the L1 cache. Generally, the program address needs to be translated in a
physical address to access the memory. Depending on the program size and the cache
organization, this translation may take time and slow down the processor clock rate
by increasing the cache access time. So, a memory access is divided into two parts: an
access to a small cache—called Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) [3]—that stores
tags of addresses present in the L1 data cache to determine if the required data is in
the L1 data cache (called hit), and second, an access to the L1 cache itself.
The decoupled cache is a technique established to avoid or alleviate an extra L1
cache access time penalty due to memory address translation and cache hit detection:
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it consists in having a fast associative cache access by allowing to fetch the requested
data from the cache without waiting until all the tag comparisons are achieved—
knowing that there is no tag comparisons for direct-mapped memories since a cache
line has only one place in the cache. To do so, the data cache and the TLB are ac-
cessed in parallel, and the fetched data will be discarded in the pipeline if the tag was
not in the TLB (miss). Generally, an one to eight-entry FIFO is used to store write
instructions because in that case the hit detection cannot be done in parallel with the
memory access: indeed, one has to be sure that the right data will be overwritten [20].
The end of this paragraph deals with processor architecture proposals of the last
years that tackles the overall memory access time.
In 1996, processors tightly integrated into Dynamic Random Access Memories
(DRAM) was proposed that allows to reduce memory access latencies since the main
memory and the processor are on the same die [43].
In 2000, a processor architecture for high performance computing that intend to
alleviate the performance gap between memory and processor was presented. Soft-
ware Controlled Integrated Memory Architecture, SCIMA, uses an integrated on-chip
memory in addition to the L1 cache of which the location and the replacement of the
data are explicitly controlled by software instead of hardware implicitly. This on-chip
memory stores future required data that will not be flush out from the cache in case
of location conflict which leads to performance degradation [37].
The same year, an architecture with an on-chip SRAM, in addition to the L1 data
cache, was proposed to store scalar and arrayed program variables and thus, avoid to
fetch them from a high-level off-chip memory [38]. This proposal allows to reduce the
miss cache latency.
Even if what follows is not a pure academic research, it was published in ISSCC’02
where Matsushita Electric Industrial disclosed its 32b embedded microprocessor core
[36]. It is a single instruction issue, in-order RISC processor with a variable instruc-
tion length claimed to be made up of seven stages—even if it better looks like an
eight-stage architecture—where cache accesses take two stages (MEM 1 and MEM2)
as illustrated in figure 2.1. However, only MEM1 is dedicated to fetch the information
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EXE MEM1 MEM2 WB
Instruction Fetch Instruction Decode
IF2IF1
Instruction Shaping
ID2ID1
Write BackMemory access/
Address Generation
Arithmetic & Logic Unit/
MACRF read
Instruction Decode/
MAC/
Data Alignment/
Sign Extension/
MAC/
Figure 2.1: AM34-1 Microarchitecture Block Diagram: the pipeline performs at most one
instruction per clock cycle and treats instructions in-order.
from the data cache whereas MEM2 shapes the data.
In 2004, a Flexible Sequential and Ramdon Access Memory (FSRAM) has been
elaborated to improve the main memory access time of off-chip memories. The prin-
ciple mainly resides in bypassing the row address decoder during sequential accesses
[10].
2.3 ARC Processors
ARC
TM
’s configurable 32-bit RISC processors are mainly based on a five-stage core
through their ARC 600 family, and their last ARC 700 family is a seven-stage scalar
pipeline.
Whereas the ARC 600 peaks at 290 MHz in a TSMC CL013G process, the synthe-
sizable ARC 700 can reach 400 MHz but requires nearly four times more silicon area
[17]. This latter processor is made up of a dynamic branch predictor, a faster, single-
cycle adder, wider memory interfaces, nonblocking load/store pipeline capability and
out-of-order completion.
The ARC 700 microarchitecture (see figure 2.2) divides its decode stage in an instruction-
align stage (due to a mix of 16- and 32-bit instructions) followed by a bare decode
stage: thus, less time is wasted to detect fetched instruction boundaries and align
them before the decoding step. A new select stage is used to determine which unit
will give its value to the writeback stage and allows a full clock cycle to access the
data memory: i.e., the data formatting is done in the writeback stage, implying two
cycles to have access to the loaded operand. Furthermore, jumps and branches have
a single-instruction delay slot.
The use of caches as memories is optional and their interfaces can be 64 bits wide.
DSP extensions are possible and up to 54 general purpose registers may be used.
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Memory Access
AG MA
Address Generation
Register File
Access
SelectEXRF
Execute
IF
Custom
ID
Custom
instr. ALU
Custom
Instruction fetch
WBIDAlign
Instr. Decoding
Instr. Alignment
Write−back
Data formatting
Figure 2.2: ARC Microarchitecture Block Diagram: it is a seven-stage scalar pipeline.
2.4 MIPS Processors
2.4.1 Five-stage Pipeline Architecture Overview
The MIPS r© (Microprocessor without Interlock Pipeline Stages) company licenses
RISC IP to semiconductor companies, ASIC developers, and system OEMs. Core fam-
ilies include the MIPS32 4K, 4KE, M4K, 4KSd synthesizable processor cores which are
all 5-stage pipeline architectures dedicated to digital consumer, networking or security
applications.
They are descendants of the MIPS R3000 [27] developed in the end of 80’s. Figure 2.3
describes its microarchitecture, where:
- IF stage consists in fetching an instruction per cycle from the instruction memory,
- instruction that is then decoded in the ID stage, registers may be read and
branches are solved,
- the ALU stage executes instructions. A data memory address can be computed
in that step for memory instructions.
- Memory instructions access the data memory at the MEM step, otherwise the
ALU result is just latched.
- Finally, the register file is updated in the WB stage, if needed.
Such an architecture (without branch predictor) suffers of 1-clock delay for both
load and branch/jump instructions (we omit co-processor, multiplication/division op-
erations). The cycle following a load and branch/jump instruction is called a delay
slot and it is managed by the compiler which introduces a No-OPeration (NOP) in-
struction or an independent instruction in this slot. Indeed, the instruction following
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IDIF WBMEMALU
Write BackArithmetic & Logic Unit
Instruction Decode
Instruction Fetch
Memory access
Figure 2.3: MIPS R3000 Microarchitecture Block Diagram: it is a standard five-stage
pipeline made up of the elementary operations.
a load cannot use the loaded data from that load, even with forwarding path from the
MEM stage back to the ALU stage as shown in figure 2.4.
Likewise, the instruction immediately following a branch is always executed, inde-
t 2t 1 t 3 t 4 t 5 t 6
t 7
load R2,(R1)
indep. inst. or NOP
add R3,R2,R1 as operandR1 available
delay slot
ID WBIF
ID WBIF
ID WBIF
ALU MEM
ALU MEM
ALU MEM
Figure 2.4: MIPS R3000’s Data Dependency Resulting from a Load Instruction: the loaded
R1 register can feed the ALU stage only at t5. The instruction after the load instruction is
in the load delay slot and do not read R1.
pendent of whether the branch is taken or not. The branch delay slot (t2) is used to
compute the branch destination address and fetch the target instruction (t3) from the
single-cycle instruction memory as shown in figure 2.5.
t 2t 1 t 3 t 4 t 5 t 6
t 7
branch T
indep. inst. or NOP
(T)
delay slot
target instruction
ID WBIF
IDIF
ID WBIF
ALU MEM
ALU MEM WB
ALU MEM
Figure 2.5: MIPS R3000’s Data Dependency Resulting from a Branch Instruction: the
destination address, T, is computed and provided to the instruction memory in the ID stage
(at t2) and the target instruction, (T), is fetched at t3. The instruction after the branch
instruction is in the branch delay slot and it is always executed.
The CPU critical path starts at the 32-bit ALU adder, the forwarding multiplexer,
the registers comparison for branch decision to end up at the program counter multi-
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plexer.
2.4.2 Eight-stage Pipeline Architecture Overview
Now, we will focus on the latest architecture of MIPS that came out at the end of
2003, the MIPS32 24K. As shown in figure 2.6, it is a single-issue eight-stage pipeline2
that implements a decoupled fetch unit used to perform dynamic branch prediction
(claimed to be 90% accurate). The instruction cache (16, 32 or 64KB) transfers two
32-bit instructions (a bundle) per access through a 64-bit read port and feeds a six-
entry instruction buffer used for the prediction. Likewise, the data primary cache is
4-way set associative and uses a 64-bit read/write port to communicate with the CPU.
The core contains thirty-two 32-bit general purpose registers used for scalar integer
operations and address calculation. The register file consists of two read ports and
one write port and can be duplicated twice or three times for to minimize context
switching overhead. To reduce the critical path due to L1 cache (compiled RAM)
access, MIPS splits each memory stages IF and MEM, into two stages: then, a full
clock cycle (DC stage) is allocated to access the data memory instead of 50-75% of a
single clock cycle for 5-stage processor like the MIPS R3000.
IF IS
IT
First and Second
Instruction−fetch
Memory Access
Second
Register File/
Decode
MSEX ER WB
Write−back
Address Generation
Execute/Memory Access Exception Resolution
Extra stage for MIPS16e decode
AGRF
Figure 2.6: MIPS32 24K Microarchitecture Block Diagram: it is an eight-stage pipeline with
an extra stage when processing MIPS16e instructions (That figure is extracted from [30]).
The description of each of MIPS24K’s stages is as follows [33]:
- IF stage: Instruction Fetch First
• I-cache tag/data arrays accessed
• Branch History Table accessed
2A ninth stage is activated in case of use of the MIPS16 ISA to reduce code density will be ignored in the
rest of this document.
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• ITLB address translation performed
• EJTAG break/watch compares done
- IS stage: Instruction Fetch Second
• Detect I-cache hit
• Way select
• MIPS32 Branch prediction
- IT stage: Instruction Fetch Third
• Stage is bypassed when executing MIPS32 code and the instruction buffer
is empty
• Instruction Buffer
• Branch target calculation
- RF stage: Register File Access
• Register File access
• Instruction decoding/dispatch logic
• Bypass muxes
- AG stage: Address Generation
• D-cache Address Generation
• bypass muxes
- EX stage: Execute/Memory Access
• skewed ALU
• DTLB
• Start DCache access
• Branch Resolution
- MS stage: Memory Access Second
• Complete DCache access
• DCache hit detection
• Way select mux
• Load align
- ER stage: Exception Resolution
• Instruction completion
• Register file write setup
• Exception processing
- WB stage: Writeback
• Register file writeback occurs on rising edge of this cycle
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The fetch unit operates autonomously from the rest of the machine, decoupled
by an eight-entry instruction buffer. The processor reads two instructions from the
I-cache (instruction cache) each cycle, allowing fetches to proceed ahead of the execu-
tion pipeline. Speculation accuracy is improved with a branch history table, holding
512 bimodal entries, and a four-entry returnprediction stack. A full cycle is allocated
for the I-cache RAM access, with the cache hit/miss determination and way selection
occurring in the following stage. One cycle is allocated to read operands from the
register file and collect other bypass sources. Separate execution pipelines handle in-
teger and load/store instructions. For memory operations, address calculation occurs
in the AG stage. Next, the processor reads the data cache.The MS stage performs hit
calculation, way selection, and load alignment. The processor can accommodate up
to four non-blocking load misses, allowing hits under misses. Normal ALU operations
pass through the AG stage and do their real work in the EX stage. This skewed ALU
preserves the two-clock load-to-use relationship common to many other MIPS cores.
The exception-recovery stage prioritizes any exceptions. Finally, the write-back stage
updates the register file and other instruction destinations with new results [50].
Although most instructions can be issued at a rate of one clock cycle, such an archi-
tecture introduces extra wasted cycles in comparison to a shorter pipeline due to data
and control dependencies that are even more prevalent. Typically, this phenomenon
concerns load, branch and jump instructions as detailed below. Special instruction de-
lays, like co-processor instructions, that are specific to a given architecture are beyond
the scope of this study.
The MIPS32 24K architecture has the same notion of load and branch delay slots
as previous MIPS five-stage processors and they are set to one clock cycle delay (see
subsection 2.4.1).
2.4.2.1 Branch Latency
As a MIPS five-stage pipeline, the MIPS32 24K is followed by a delay slot that can be
filled with a useful instruction when possible one otherwise a NOP is inserted. This is
mainly due to an eight-entry instruction buffer and a bypassable IT stage that avoids
extra cycles when a branch occurs. As illustrated in figure 2.7, two cases may happen:
the delay slot is fetched in the same bundle as its corresponding branch instruction
(figure (b)) or belongs to the next bundle (figure (a)). In both cases, instructions
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are removed from the instruction buffer and a throughput of 1 instruction per cycle
is ensured. The target instruction bypasses the IT stage because the buffer was empty.
MSEXAGRF
MSEXAGRF
MSEXAGRFIF IS IT
IF IS IT
IF IS IT
t 6t 5 t 7t 4t 2t 1 t 3
t 4
t 1
MSEXAGRF
Instruction
buffer
branch
delay slot
inst_1
t 2
MSEXAGRF
MSEXAGRFIF IS IT
IF IS IT
t 6t 5 t 7t 4t 2t 1 t 3
t 2
t 4
t 3
t 1
IF IS
buble
Instruction
buffer
delay slot
inst_0
inst_1
inst_3
inst_2
Target
Target+1IS MSEXAGRF
inst_3
delay slot
inst_2t 3
branch
inst_0
killed
{
{
IFU
{
( b )( a )
IFU
delay slot
branch
killed
{
{
{
{
killed
IF
IT Bypassed IT Bypassed
killed
{
Target
Target+1
Figure 2.7: MIPS32 24K’s Branch Taken Delay: (a) Branch Taken Delay when a branch
instruction and its delay slot are not in the bundle. (b) Branch Taken Delay when a branch
instruction and its delay slot are in the bundle. The Instruction Fetch Unit (IFU) issues
instructions to the rest of the pipeline through it eight-instruction buffer.
In the case of a mispredicted branch being taken, there is a penalty of 4 clock cycles
before the next valid instruction be executed (see figure 2.8).
WBERMSEXAGRF
WBERMSEXAGRF
t 2t 1 t 4t 3 t 6t 5 t 7
branch (predicted)
delay slot
(bubble)
(bubble)
(bubble)
(bubble)
IT BypassedIF IS RF
IF IS IT
Figure 2.8: MIPS32 24K’s Branch Taken Misprediction Penalty: The branch instruction is
performed in the RF stage (at t1), its resolution is done in the EX stage (at t3) and used
in the MS stage (at t4). As a consequence, the next valid instruction is fetched at t5 and
performed in the RF stage at t7 instead of t3, t2 being used by the delay slot: 4 clock cycles
are wasted (bubbles).
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2.4.2.2 Jump Latency
Jump instructions that specify a target address contained in a general register have a
delay of 4 clock cycles in addition to the delay slot. This is due to the fact that the
EX stage reads the register file. Then the target address is only available at the MS
stage as is the case for a mispredicted branch (figure 2.8).
2.4.2.3 Load Latency
Two sequences can stall the pipeline:
- A load-instruction pattern as shown in figure 2.9 where one cycle is required by
the dependent instruction to receive the data from the memory: this corresponds
to the known load delay slot that we find in previous MIPS processors.
- A load followed by a load or a store pattern as shown in figure 2.10 where two
cycles are required by the second memory instruction to receive the data from
the memory: one extra cycle is necessary, in addition to the load delay slot.
EX MS ER WB
t 1 t 2 t 3 t 4 t 5 t 6 t 7 t 8 t 9 t 10
IF IS EXRF AG MS ER WBload R1,(R2)
inst. R1, Rx IF IS RF AG AG
slip stage
Figure 2.9: MIPS32 24K’s load latency due to a next dependent instruction: the R1 register
needed at the end of the MS stage (t6) will be available only at t7, introducing a one cycle
delay.
IF IS EXRF AG MS ER WB
t 1 t 2 t 3 t 4 t 5 t 6 t 7 t 8 t 9 t 10
AG EX MS ER
t 11
load R1,(R2)
IF IS RF AG AGload R3,(R1) WB
slip stage
Figure 2.10: MIPS32 24K’s load latency due to a next dependent memory instruction: the
R1 register needed at t5 will be available only at t7, introducing a 2-cycle delay.
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2.4.2.4 Miscellaneous Latency
When an instruction (different from a memory or a control instruction) updates a
register that is read by a following memory instruction, the pipeline is stalled during
one clock cycle because the AG stage of the load instruction waits after the result of
the previous dependent instruction which is only available at the end of the EX stage
as shown in figure 2.11.
IF IS EXRF AG MS ER WB
EX MS ER WB
t 1 t 2 t 3 t 4 t 5 t 6 t 7 t 8 t 9 t 10
IF IS RF AG AG
inst. R1, Rx
load Ry,(R1)
slip stage
Figure 2.11: MIPS32 24K’s latency for an instruction followed by a dependent memory
instruction: an instruction, different of a memory or jump instruction, has a 1-cycle delay
due to an immediate next dependent memory instruction: the R1 register needed by the load
at t5 will be available only at t6, introducing a 1-cycle delay.
2.5 ARM Processors
ARM r© (Advanced RISC Machines) is one of the most popular 32-bit embedded pro-
cessor vendors of the market with their ARM7, ARM9 and ARM10 families, especially
in the low-power applications like mobile phones .
ARM11 is the latest architecture family that came out of the ARM company by end
of 2003. The goal was to achieve higher clock frequency than in the past to lead to
a High-performance synthesizable microarchitecture. ARM claims to reach 550 MHz
in a high performance TSMC process in 0.13µm (worst case - CL013LV) thanks to a
deeper pipeline with their eight-stage scalar architecture (see figure 2.12).
Indeed, ARM faced the same bottleneck as MIPS—and all others scalar processors—
that resides in the cache data path, returning data from the RAMs to the core. That
is the reason why the memory access was split over two clock cycles. Despite the gain
in frequency obtained, the memory access remains the critical path where 20% of the
clock cycle is required to return the data to the CPU core: i.e., the minimum clock
period is equal to the data cache access time plus 1
5
of the minimum clock period [47].
The previous mentioned rule is true for 16KB or larger cache memories with a TSMC’s
0.13G process because smaller memories are fast enough and the critical path is then
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in the CPU itself. Consequently, like MIPS, ARM balanced the logic in all stages to
fit the clock cycle imposed by the memory access stage, DC1 [29]. Moreover, both
64-bit instruction and data caches are 4-way associative and can be set up to 64KB
in size. The ARM11 core contains 32-bit registers.
An instruction buffer stands within the fetch unit to improve the timing of compiled
RAMs and to predict branches with 85% of accuracy.
DC1 DC2
ISS WB
Program fetch
PF1 PF2 DE
Instruction issue +
Register read
Shifter/Memory Access
Execute
Write−back
MAC1 MAC2 MAC3
SATSH ALU
Static BP
Decode +
Saturation
ADD
Figure 2.12: ARM11 Microarchitecture Block Diagram: that is an eight-stage pipeline (from
[29]).
The description of each of ARM11’s stages is as follows [6]:
- PF1: First stage of instruction fetch and branch prediction.
- PF2: Second stage of instruction fetch and branch prediction.
- DE: Instruction decode.
- ISS: Register read and instruction issue.
- SH: Shifter stage.
- ALU: Main integer operation calculation.
- SAT: Pipeline stage to enable saturation of integer results.
- MAC1: First stage of the multiply-accumulate pipeline.
- MAC2: Second stage of the multiply-accumulate pipeline.
- MAC3: Third stage of the multiply-accumulate pipeline.
- ADD: Address generation stage.
- DC1: First stage of Data Cache access.
- DC2: Second stage of Data Cache access.
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- WB: Write back of data either from the Load Store Unit or from the multiply or
main execution pipelines.
The ARM11 has separate execute and load/store pipelines that may run in parallel
and thus lead to out-of-order completion.
2.5.1 Branch Latency
The ARM11 uses dynamic and static branch predictors. The dynamic branch predictor
is based on a historical record of previous branch status thanks to a 64-entry branch
target address cache (BTAC). In case the branch is not encountered in that local
memory, the hand is given to the static branch predictor which follows a backward
taken rule. Figure 2.13 shows a misprediction penalty.
t 2t 1 t 4t 3 t 6t 5 t 7
branch (predicted)
(interlock)
(interlock)
(interlock)
(interlock)
PF1 PF2 DE
(interlock)
DE ISS SH ALUSAT WB
Figure 2.13: ARM’s Branch Taken Misprediction Penalty: the branch is resolved at the ALU
stage (t4) and the next valid instruction will enter the DE stage at t7 instead of t2, implying
a penalty of five cycles. Unlike MIPS with their delay slot, ARM uses hardware to delay an
instruction until something is ready: the pipeline is then interlocked.
2.5.2 Load Latency
This section illustrates a few data dependencies induced by load instructions.
The use of pointers can lead to the sequence shown in figure 2.16 that implies a
delay of two clock cycles.
2.5.3 Miscellaneous Latency
The complexity of the ARM11 architecture generates many dependencies—even with
instructions other than memory or control instructions—and induces many cycle delays
like those shown in figure 2.17 and 2.18.
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t 1 t 2 t 3
t 4
load R1,(R2)
add Rx, Ry, R1 ALU SAT WB
t 5 t 6
DC1 DC2ADD
SH ALU
slip stage
WB
Figure 2.14: ARM’s Load Latency due to a next dependent instruction (1/2): the second
instruction needs its operands at t3 (ALU stage) but the R1 register is only available at the
end of the DC2 stage (t4). Data forwarding to the ALU stage allows a single stall.
t 6 t 7t 1 t 2 t 3 t 4 t 5
load R1,(R2)
add Rx, Ry, R1 lsl #6
DC1 DC2ADD WB
SH SH SH ALU SAT WB
slip stage
Figure 2.15: ARM’s Load Latency due to a next dependent instruction (2/2): the second
instruction needs its operands at t2 (SH stage) but the R1 register is only available at the
end of the DC2 stage (t4). Then, the SH stage is slept during two clock cycles, which creates
a penalty of two clock cycles.
t 1 t 2 t 3
t 4
load R1,(R2)
ldr/str Rx, (R1)
DC1 DC2ADD
t 7t 6t 5
WB
slip stage
WBDC1 DC2ADDADD ADD
Figure 2.16: ARM’s Load Latency due to a next dependent memory instruction: the second
instruction needs its operands at t2 (ADD stage) but the R1 register is only available at the
end of the DC2 stage (t4). Thus, the ADD stage is stalled for two clock cycles.
t 1 t 2 t 3
t 4 t 5 t 6 t 7
ADD ADD
slip stage
add R1, R2, R3
ldr/str Rx, (R1)
ALU SAT WB
ADD DC1 DC2 WB
SH
Figure 2.17: ARM’s Latency for an instruction followed by a dependent memory instruction:
the second instruction needs its operands at t2 (ADD stage) but the R1 register is only
available at the end of the SAT stage (t4). Hence, the ADD stage is idled until (t4) and
generates a delay of two clock cycles.
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t 2 t 3
t 4t 1 t 5 t 6
add R4, R5, R1 lsl #1
add R1, R2, R3
SH WBSH
ALU SATSH WB
ALU SAT
slip stage
Figure 2.18: ARM’s Latency between two dependent instructions: the second instruction
needs its operands at t2 (SH stage) but the R1 register is only available at the end of the
ALU stage (t3). One stall cycle is required.
2.6 XTENSA Processors
Tensilica r© addresses the market of configurable embedded processors with its Xtensa
V and Xtensa LX synthesizable cores.
The Xtensa V is a scalar five-stage architecture that mixes 16-, 24- and 32-bit instruc-
tions. Consequently, a loaded register is available two cycles after the current load
instruction. Furthermore, two cycles are wasted for conditional taken branches due
to the fact that the condition is checked at the EXE stage: a third cycle is required
whenever the target instruction to execute does not fit within a 32-bit word of the
instruction memory.
An interlock mechanism is used to stall the pipeline and a windowed register file is
implemented to accelerate function calls.
The last architecture designed by the Tensilica company is the Xtensa LX, a con-
figurable VLIW processor made up of seven stages that can issue 2 instructions per
cycle (see figure 2.19). The pipeline is configurable in the sense that the number of
stages may change. Indeed, by default, the Xtensa LX pipeline has five stages, like the
Xtensa V, that may be extended to seven, adding an extra instruction-fetch stage and
extra data-access stage. The resulting architecture is planned to tackle slow on-chip
memory access time by giving twice (or even three times) more time to access the
primary memories [18]: more precisely, the access time should be about 1.5 and 1.8
clock cycle due to wires and multiplexers that return the data back to the core. The
pipeline synchronization between different clock domain is achieved through an inter-
lock mechanism that stalls the pipeline. Because the processor core is automatically
generated by Tensilica’s tools, the logic is not balanced over the numerous stages as
one can expect for a deeper pipeline: as a consequence, the Xtensa LX does not run
faster than a five-stage pipeline.
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ID WB
Write Back
MEM1ALU
Arithmetic & Logic Unit
Instruction Decode
Instruction Fetch
Memory access
IF1 IF2 MEM2
Figure 2.19: Xtensa LX Microarchitecture Block Diagram: it is a seven-stage VLIW pipeline
which can deliver up to two instructions per cycle.
2.7 PowerPC Processors
Two main families cover the PowerPC r©’s hard macro embedded processors: the 405xx
and 440xx cores. Whereas, the 405 family is a five-stage scalar architecture, the last
440 is a seven-stage dual-issue superscalar architecture.
The 405 core is a five-stage with all the elementary operations such as Instruction
Fetch, Instruction Decode, execution, Memory Access and Write-back and where the
data cache is still accessed in one clock cycle like in the new 440 family. Furthermore,
its 32-bit general purpose register file has three read ports and two write ports to be
able to execute load or store instruction in parallel with an ALU operation. The fetch
unit uses a static branch predictor where backward branches are chosen as taken: in
case of a missprediction, a maximum of 5 clock cycles are wasted.
Compared to it, the superscalar 440 core (figure 2.20) uses a dynamic branch predictor
and sometimes requires extra clock cycles for instructions that read the register loaded
by a preceding load instruction.
Execute2Execute1
DEIF PDE
Intsruction fetch
DC
WB
WB
WB
EXE1 EXE2
EXE1 EXE2
AG
Address Generation
Data Cache Access
Write−back
RA
Decode/Issue
Pre−Decode Register Access
Figure 2.20: PPC440 Microarchitecture Block Diagram: it is a seven-stage superscalar out-
of-order pipeline which can deliver up to two instructions per cycle and uses dynamic branch
prediction.
We can note that all cores are delivered with both their instruction and data L1
caches (16KB or 32KB each).
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2.8 Conclusion
Many researches were achieved at the memory level that reduce the access time of the
CPU closest memory but no solution includes the processor architecture as a param-
eter (excepted the AM34-1 processor that has the same approach than the ARC700,
the MIPS 24K and the ARM11).
We will not mention the PPC440 processor any further because, in addition to be
an energy-hungry core, it is a superscalar architecture that did not make any improve-
ment in the main bottleneck which is the data memory access time.
Even if Tensilica, with its Xtensa LX, has had a good approach to tackle this issue,
the exploitation of their VLIW architecture is far to be optimal because we face to a
pipeline that introduces wasted cycles due to its extra pipeline depth and that runs
at the same slow frequency as a five-stage processor.
The ARC 700 is close to the MIPS32 24K from the data cache memory access point
of view in the sense that a full clock cycle is given to achieve this task.
MIPS and ARM, which are the most dynamic companies in the scalar processor do-
main, propose their new MIPS 24K and ARM11 architectures that bring a partial
solution to the memory access time: between half and a quarter of cycle is added to
the former 5-stage memory access time that represents an increase of 25-50%. So, only
between 75 and 100% of the clock cycle is allocated to return data from the primary
data memory.
However, these architectures can ensure enough time both to propagate the address
out to the ram before the access for processors that would like to run to high frequency
such as 550 MHz (in a TSMC 0.13µm high performance process, CL013LV). Neverthe-
less, the processor frequency is still limited by the cache frequency which varies with
its size, its structure, the semiconductor process and the libraries for the RAMs (RAM
compilers) used in the cache implementation. Indeed, MIPS admits that 64KB caches
slow down the MIPS24K frequency in most processes [34] and the ARM11’s frequency
saturates from a 16KB cache size configuration [47]. Moreover, it just reaches 333
MHz with 16 KB Virage Logic’s memories where the core was expected to overcome
400 MHz on the TSMC’s 0.13G process [13]. Consequently, fabless companies who
get processor and on-chip memory licenses to achieve System-On-Chips (SoCs) on ar-
bitrary foundries are still limited by the memory technology that does not follow the
CPU speed. In these conditions, the use of high density components is even more
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compromised.
Chapter 3
Embedded Processor Limitation
As described in the previous chapter, all the scalar architectures do not allocate more
than a single clock cycle to access the primary memories. Primary on-chip memories
of today’s embedded processors limit the performance of these systems for three main
reasons:
- all required data are not (always) located in single-cycle caches or SRAMs, im-
plying data cache miss latency,
- larger caches can be used to reduce the previous mentioned effect but large caches
are slow,
- and only between half and two thirds of a CPU clock cycle is left to access the data
cache memory (tcq) in a 0.13µm due to wire delays and forwarding multiplexers.
Furthermore, the delays induced by the wires will be increasingly important with the
future technology nodes (90nm, 65nm, 45nm, 32nm, 22nm, ...) and will amplify the
two last mentioned points because the ratio allocated to the memory access will di-
minish.
Figure 3.1 shows the link between the clock frequency, the pipeline depth and the
performance of scalar processors. The key message is that we can compensate the
extra cycle delays due to deeper pipelines and even improve the performance of five-
stage architecture (line (1) in figure 3.1) thanks to a higher clock frequency.
To achieve this purpose, a threshold frequency must be reached to justify the use of
a more sophisticated architecture (like f1,2 and f1,3). The problem to solve is how to
increase the frequency. To do so, ARC and MIPS have well balanced the logic within
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new stages to reduce the critical path of the CPU (see paragraph 2.4.2) and add a
fraction of the CPU clock cycle to the memory access time. As a result, a full clock
cycle is allocated to obtain the data at the memory output that leads to increase the
clock frequency (denoted as f2sat in figure 3.1).
The proposed DSR architecture goes further in the sense that about 1.8 CPU cycle is
given to access the primary data memory. Hence, the saturation frequency increases
because the primary memory critical path has been removed or alleviated, giving more
chance to be limited by the CPU frequency instead of the cache one. When such is
the case, a bigger, and then slower, L1 data cache can be used: the size limit be-
ing the one that has the memory access time equal to the CPU saturation frequency
(f3sat). This may imply less data cache misses and then contributes to increase the
DSR performance—modelled by the vertical translation arrow of line (3) in figure 3.1.
f1,3f1,2
f1
sat
f/2
f2
sat
f2,3 f3sat
1
f1
sat
0
1
Frequency ratio
2
Speed up
.. . . .
(2)
(1)
L1 cache size (3)
.
Figure 3.1: Expected Gain of DSR Compared to Scalar Architectures: fi,j is the threshold
frequency that must be reach to pass from the architecture (i) to a more sophisticated
architecture (j). (1) is the reference performance achieved by a five-stage processor like the
MIPS R3000 architecture where the maximum frequency peaks at about 350 MHz (f1sat)
in a 0.13µm High-performance process (2) represents the gain of performance brought by
a deeper pipeline like the last MIPS32 24K over a five-stage processor where the higher
reachable frequency is f2sat (3) corresponds to the gain of performance brought by the DSR
architecture compared to (1) where the maximum frequency is f3sat .
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The threshold frequencies and the speed up are derived from the following formulas,
where CPI stands for Cycle Per Instruction:
fi,j =
CPIj
CPIi
∗ fisat with i, j ∈ IN and 3 > j > i > 1 (3.1)
speedupj =
CPI1
CPIj
when fj 6 f1sat
speedupj =
fj
CPIj
∗ CPI1
f1sat
when fj > f1sat
where 1 ≡ 5-stage architecture, j ∈ [2, 3]
(3.2)
As long as the frequency is inferior to the saturation frequency of a five-stage
processor (L1 caches included) f1sat , a five-stage architecture obtains the best per-
formance. Moreover, it remains the best until the f1,2 frequency be reached because
deeper pipelines (lines (2) and (3)) need a surplus of frequency to compensate the
extra wasted clock cycles induced by their numerous stages. From 0 to f2,3, lines (2)
and (3) are not superimposed because DSR is an architecture we have elaborated and
implemented (see chapter 5), focusing our effort on the memory access issue and not
on already known techniques like non-blocking loads, for instance. That the reason
why the MIPS32 24K has better performance than DSR-HP until f2,3, once its fre-
quency has saturated (f2sat). But it is obvious that the proposed memory architecture
could be applied to last generation of scalar deep pipelines and should improve their
performance.
Furthermore, the gain gap beyond the f3sat frequency will continue to grow for each
future technology nodes due to wire delays that are not taken into account in current
architectures.
L1 data cache size fDSR
yesno TDSR
L1 data cache
< 1.8 TDSR
CPU
f = 
CPU
Figure 3.2: DSR’s Algorithm to enhance the L1 data cache capacity: this figure illustrates
the gain obtained in figure 3.1 for the line (3) without increasing the CPU frequency. Indeed,
the gain resides in the time the memory has to return its data to the core: if time remains,
one can chose a bigger, and thus slower, memory. High-density caches may be used.
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Figure 3.2 shows how to take advantage of the double cycle memory access to in-
crease the performance: while the L1 data cache does not limit the CPU frequency,
increase its size and/or use High-density caches.
Whereas previous studies mainly focused on reducing the processor-memory gap
in terms of cycles by working on the memory hierarchy, on-chip caches, processor-
DRAM integration, on-chip SRAM or SRAM technology process, DSR tackles the
L1 cache memory access time that plays a fundamental role in the processor-memory
gap [40]. Thus, the DSR-HP architecture must lead to high performance thanks to
its architecture, as described in chapter 4, because is planned to allow processors to
reach frequencies that we can expect them to reach by not being stuck by the memory
technology even for large cache capacity.
Chapter 4
The DSR Architectures
4.1 Introduction
This chapter defines a set of DSR architectures and describes how the microproces-
sors behave but without specifying how it should be built: the key point resides in
the interface between the processor and its closest memory ressources. Furthermore,
because the added value of the proposed architectures does not reside in the memory
hierarchy, in the treatment of exceptions, on debug functionality nor in I/O system
interfaces, all these points are standard, and will not be detailed in this work. DSR is
based on a Harvard architecture, i.e., two separate physical memories and each with
they own address and data buses, which allows two simultaneous memory accesses:
one for fetching instructions and the other available to fetch operands.
4.2 The Pipeline
The DSR architecture is a single pipeline made up of eight stages, treats instructions
in-order and performs, at most, one instruction per cycle. A dynamic branch predictor
scans the second instruction of bundles where a bundle is a pair of instructions loaded
every memory clock cycle (equivalent to two CPU clock cycles) from the L1 instruction
cache. The stages mainly execute the following tasks as resumed in figures 4.1 and
4.2:
- IP: Instruction Pre-fetch stage
• I-cache tag/data arrays accessed
• Branch Target Instruction Cache accessed
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- IF: Instruction Fetch stage
• Detect I-cache hit
• Instruction Buffer
• Program counter incrementation
- BP: Branch Prediction stage
• Program counter selection
- DF: Decoding
• Register File access
• Instruction decoding
• Branch target address computation
• Branch target instruction anticipation
- DS: early Decoding of the Second instruction of a bundle
• Instruction decoding
• Branch target address computation
- AG: data cache Address Generation stage
- EXE: Execute stage
• Arithmetic and logic operations
• Branch Resolution
• Jump target address computation
- MF: First stage of data cache access
• Start data cache access
• Data cache hit detection
• Storing of a store data
• Storing of a store address
- MS: Second stage of data cache access
• Complete data cache access
• Load align
- SYNC: Synchronization stage
• deal with memory instructions. Bypassed stage when a generated data mem-
ory address can be provided to the data cache at the end of the AG stage.
Otherwise the computed address is stored during one CPU clock cycle before
the memory access.
• Data cache hit detection
• Start data cache access for synchronized store instruction
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- M1: single CPU clock cycle delay stage taken by non-memory instructions to
ensure that these instructions will pass through the same number of stages than
the memory ones. Thus, each stage is accessed once at a time.
- M2: same as M1
- NO: single CPU clock cycle delay stage taken by non-memory instructions and
memory instructions that have bypassed the SYNC stage to ensure No Overlap
between stages.
- WB: Writeback
• Register file update
The fact that branches are predicted allows to increase the CPU frequency of the
MIPS32 24K up to 625 MHz compared to the 330 MHz of the MIPS32 4Kc ( see table
2.1) by cutting the path that returns data from the ALU to the ID stage to perform
branch decision. Indeed, register comparison is made later in the pipeline, in the EX
stage, alleviating the ALU-ID five-stage forwarding critical path. The same remark
is valid for the DSR in the sense that the register comparison is always made in the
EXE stage, independently of the position of the branch within the bundle (details in
subsection 5.2.3).
An important rule of thumb is that two clock domains cohabit: one for the bare
CPU and the other twice slower with the same phase, dedicated to the L1 memories.
This peculiarity allows to extend the memory accesses upon two stages instead of one.
Moreover, the memories are activated on the rising edge of the memory clock cycle.
As detailed in figures 4.1 and 4.2, three types of instructions exist: memory instruc-
tions, branch and jump instructions and all the others. Except for the latter category,
the existence of an instruction through various stages depends both of the position of
the instruction within the bundle (IP or IF) and of the instruction type. So a total of
five different pipeline ways exist.
Many factors have an effect on the on-chip memory access time (clock-to-Q out-
put time, Tcq) such as the memory capacity, its organization (associativity, line size,
column-multiplexing factor), number and type of ports, the fabrication process and
the technology. The DSR architecture alleviates the effects of any of these parameters
on the memory access time to ensure high performance. However, the L1 memory
interfaces lead to two different architectures: 32-bit1 dual port L1 memories for high
performance with the DSR-HP architecture, and a 32-bit single port data memory and
1In DSR, the word size is arbitrary. A requirement for DSR-HD is to have an instruction memory port
size the double of instruction word size.
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EXE M1 M2
WB
NO
MSMFSYNC
BPDS
DF
Program fetch
EXE
Execute/
Register File Access
Decode /
Address Generation/
Dynamic Branch Prediction
Branch Resolution/
Write−back
AG
Memory Access
Memory instruction
Instruction
Branches/jumps
IFIP
Synchronization/
Branch Resolution
No−Overlap
Figure 4.1: DSR Microarchitecture Block Diagram (IP): it is a unique pipeline with eight-
stages that executes instructions in-order. A memory instruction located in the second
instruction slot of the bundle (IP) is not synchronized with the L1 data cache and then goes
from IP to WB via the DF and SYNC stages. The branch and jump instructions are decoded
early (DS) and the target address evaluated to access the L1 instruction cache at the same
moment that a branch in IP would do it: it goes from IP to EXE via the DS and BP stages.
The third category of instructions goes from IP to WB via the DF and NO stages.
EXE M1 M2
MSAG MF
WBNO
Memory Access/
Latches
Execute/
Program fetch
Write−back
Address Generation/
Branch Resolution
IFIP DF
Memory instruction
Instruction/Branch/Jump
No−Overlap
Branch Target Computation
Register File Access
Decode +
Target Instruction Anticipation
Figure 4.2: DSR Microarchitecture Block Diagram (IF): it is a unique pipeline with eight-
stages that executes instructions in-order. A memory instruction located in the first instruc-
tion of the bundle (IF) is well synchronized with the L1 data cache and goes from IF to WB
via the AG stage. All the others take the upper path, from IF to WB via the EXE stage.
a 64-bit single port instruction memory induce the DSR-HD architecture for low cost
applications.
It should be noted is that when we refer to high performance, it is still in comparison
to scalar processors. Furthermore, it is relative to the DSR architecture itself in
the sense that DSR is performing due to the clock frequency that can be reached
(primary on-chip memories included). The term of HP (respectively HD) has been
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added because DSR can reduce the impact of a deep pipeline in a wasted cycles
viewpoint (respectively reduce the silicon area used).
So, what follows illustrates the effects of a chosen architecture (HP or HD) on the
performance.
4.3 A High Performance Architecture: DSR-HP
The High-performance architecture resides in the accessibility of the primary instruc-
tion cache and the availability of the primary data cache. These caches are fully
accessible and available for the following reasons: first, DSR-HP is a Harvard architec-
ture, i.e., two different memories are allocated for the data and instruction caches with
their own buses. Then, both caches are 32-bit dual port memories. Consequently, a
branch target instruction is directly loaded and two data memory access may occur at
the same time as shown in figures 4.3 and 4.4.
t 1 t 2
IP
IF
t 4 t 6 t 8t 7 t 9 t 10 t 11t 5
CPU
Clk
Clk
MEMs
WBM1EXEDF M2 NO
t 3
WBM1EXEDF M2 NO
WBM1EXEDF M2 NOIP
IF
IF
IP
inst1.
branch 2T+1{t3
(2T+2)
(2T+1){t7
inst3.
inst2.{t5
IP
Inst. Buffer
EXEDF
IF
IP
IF
IF
IP cancelled
cancelled
DF
Figure 4.3: Target Instruction Fetching without Penalty: due to the 32-bit dual port instruc-
tion memory, DSR can directly access any even or odd target instruction within that memory
and the next one. We can note that instructions ints2. and inst3. are cancelled—resulting a
lost of two clock cycles—because (2T+1) and (2T+2) were not in the BTIC (see subsection
5.2.3). In this example, a single branch delay slot is considered, filled by an instruction,
inst.1
4.4 A High Density Architecture: DSR-HD
The DSR-HD architecture is designed to occupy a minimum of silicon area when
performance is not mandatory. To do so, the primary memory area is reduced by
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Figure 4.4: Successive L1 Data Memory Accesses: due to the 32-bit dual port data memory,
DSR can access that memory at any CPU time cycle. This occurs when memory instruc-
tions are present both in the second instruction slot of a bundle and in the first one of the
next bundle: load2/store2 is 1-cycle delayed and thus synchronized with the data memory
whereas load3/store3 bypasses the SYNC stage to remain synchronized with the same data
memory. Consequently, the data memory is accessed twice at t7. Independent instructions
are considered in this example.
replacing dual port memories by single port ones. Indeed, single port memories occupy
less silicon area that their dual port counterparts as shown in table 4.1. Consequently,
DSR-HD uses a 64-bit single port instruction memory and a 32-bit single port data
memory.
SRAMs
CL013LV-HS CL013G-HD CL013LV-HD
8KB 16KB 32KB 8KB 16KB 32KB 8KB 16KB 32KB
64b Single Port 36.5 3.7 3.4 19.2 6.1 7.5 6.5 7.7 6.4
32b Dual Port 151.6 113.3 108.8 90.8 86.7 94.2 97.3 100.7 92.4
Table 4.1: Virage Logic’s SRAM Silicon Area: to keep the Virage Logic’s [66] and TSMC’s
[64] information as confidential, the above silicon area results were normalized as of their
corresponding 32-bit single port compiled SRAMs, e.g., an 8KB 64b single port SRAM
occupies 12,8% more silicon area than its 32-bit single port compiled SRAM countepart,
for a same High-speed CL013LV process. All the SRAMs were compiled with the TSMC’s
High-speed CL013LV (130nm Low Voltage process), High-density CL013G (130nm standard
process) and High-density CL013LV processes.
Furthermore, table 4.2 shows that DSR-HD is a real High-density solution because
the silicon area involved in primary memories is close to the one necessary for a five-
stage processor with 32-bit single port primary memories (between 3.2% to 3.9% for
the High-density CL013LV process). Moreover, the MIPS32 24K needs twice more
surface for its L1 memories than DSR-HD.
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CPU cores
CL013LV-HS CL013G-HD CL013LV-HD
8KB 16KB 32KB 8KB 16KB 32KB 8KB 16KB 32KB
MIPS32 24K 36.5 3.7 3.4 19.2 6.1 7.5 6.5 7.7 6.4
DSR-HD 18.3 1.9 1.7 9.6 3.2 3.8 3.2 3.9 3.2
Table 4.2: MIPS R3000, MIPS32 24K and DSR-HD’s L1 Memory System Area: 32b single
port data and instruction memories of a 32b five-stage processor are used as the area refer-
ence. The MIPS32 24k uses 64b single port data and instruction memories whereas DSR-HD
is based on both a 64b single port instruction memory and 32b single port data memory.
Knowing that the primary memories occupy the main part of the processor chip,
the previous results are even more relevant. For instance, two 8KB single port L1
memories of a five-stage processor like the ARC 600 [17] represent roughly five times
the CPU area: this core does not contain a Memory Management Unit (MMU) and
is made up of 27,000 gates [18].
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Figure 4.5: DSR-HD’s Performance on a Target Instruction Fetching: due to the 64-bit single
port instruction memory, DSR cannot directly reach the concerned target instruction and
its following instruction whenever the target instruction address is not 64-bit word aligned.
Thus, at t5, a bundle is loaded that contains only one useful instruction instead of two, as
its the case for DSR-HP (see figure 4.3). Consequently, the undesirable instruction (2T) is
removed from the instruction buffer. We can note that instructions ints2. and inst3. are
cancelled—resulting a lost of two more clock cycles—because (2T+1) and (2T+2) were not
in the BTIC (see subsection 5.2.3). In this example, a single branch delay slot is considered,
filled by inst.1
The impact of a High-density DSR architecture on the performance is shown in
figures 4.5 and 4.6 where the access to an instruction or a data is not always optimum
due to an extra clock cycle delay.
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Figure 4.6: DSR-HD Data Memory Access Delay: whenever two consecutive memory in-
structions that do not belong to a same bundle occur, a stall cycle is required after the first
one is performed because the data memory ressource is then busy due to its unique port. In
this example, independent instructions are considered.
4.5 A Low Power Architecture: DSR-LP
4.5.1 Motivation for Low-power Design
The number of million of CMOS transistors that can be packed in a given silicon area
increases with the advances of deep-submicron silicon technology. As a consequence,
the heat that a (High-performance) circuit dissipates drastically increases: the power
density of High-performance circuit is planned to be the same as the sun by the end
of 2010 [45]. So, power consumption is a concern for integrated circuit makers.
Furthermore, the power budget of SoC is limited, especially for embedded circuits
where the battery life time and reliability is crucial. Indeed, electromigration may
affect metal pitch and routability, and temperature has an effect on electrical perfor-
mance.
Low-power designs might use slower memory to save silicon and reduce power
consumption [18]. Conversely, high-performance designs might have large on-chip
memories that cannot deliver single-cycle latency at high clock speeds.
4.5.2 Power Dissipation in CMOS Circuit
Dynamic power consumption depends on capacitance, frequency and voltage (P=cv2f)
where voltage has a quadratic effect which implies that nothing will lower power like
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the voltage. With deep sub-micron technologies, static power consumption becomes
the main important factor.
4.5.3 Voltage Scaling
The DSR-LP architecture is the same as the DSR-HD one but tackles the L1 memory
power consumption with techniques like Clustered Voltage Scaling (CVS) [8][19][26]
and Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS) [52] for energy reduction. The goal here, is to
use the surplus of time one has to access the L1 memories in order to reduce the
primary memory power supply at a level that implies a same frequency as the bare
CPU. In other words, the idea here is to run the DSR CPU core with the required
power supply and feed the L1 caches with a reduce Vdd because they do not need to
run at the maximum frequency but at a half of the CPU speed.
The principle is as follows: let us call τ the five-stage processor critical timing
path. It depends, among other parameters, on the power supply, Vdd, as described
in formula 4.1 which has a great influence on τ and the main (quadratic) influence
on power consumption as mentioned in formula 4.2 [41]. DSR implies that the data
memory access is no longer the critical path, excepted for very large L1 memories (see
figure 3.2), due to its two memory access stages. In any case, a frequency ratio roughly
equal to 1.8 exits between the CPU and the L1 memories2, leading to τmem = 1.8 ∗ τ .
Hence, a lower V ddmem power supply can be elaborated to make the previous equality
true and decrease the energy consumption.
τ = K ∗ CL V dd(V dd−V t)α (4.1)
P = C ∗ V 2 ∗ f (4.2)
4.6 Conclusion
The DSR embedded processors are eight-stage scalar pipelines that use two clock
domains: one for the bare core and the other—twice slower—for the primary memories.
Three architectures derive from DSR:
- DSR-HP, dedicated to applications that required a high computation power:
220% of the CPU clock cycle being reserved to return the data from the data memory to the core [47].
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thanks to its 32-bit dual port instruction and data memories, all the instructions
are reachable at any cycle time and 32-bit data can be loaded or stored every CPU
clock cycle (high flexibility). Furthermore, the maximum frequency is higher than
a traditional scalar processor but it occupies more silicon area than a processor
made up of single pipeline.
- DSR-HD, dedicated to applications where the cost is the main concern. Indeed,
it uses small primary memories: a 64-bit single port instruction memory and a
32-bit single port data memory. The maximum frequency may be higher than for
DSR-HP because dual port are slower. However, DSR-HP should offer a better
CPI than DR-HD due to its high flexibility.
- DSR-LP, dedicated to ultra low power applications: it is very similar to DSR-HD
but the power supply of the primary memories can be reduced and adjusted to
the frequency. Thus, the power consumption is also reduced.
The rest of this document and especially chapter 7 focus on the DSR-HD archi-
tecture that will appear to be quite efficient when both performance and surface are
taken into account.
Chapter 5
The DSR Microarchitecture
5.1 Introduction
This chapter defines the microarchitecture peculiarities of an implemented DSR-HP
version where caches will refer to the first level on-chip memory that receive addresses
directly from the CPU. Furthermore, the instructions will be divided into three cate-
gories: the memory instructions, the branch/jump instructions and the non-memory
instructions that will refer to the instructions that remains (coprocessor instructions
excepted).
Then, a focus on the influence of a deep pipeline on the latency of peculiar instruc-
tions is discussed.
A RTL implementation of a simplified version of DSR is detailed to show the
frequency that may be reach.
Finally, a study on the benefit of the DSR architecture on the power consumption
is achieved.
5.2 The Pipeline Stages
5.2.1 The Fetch Unit
For both High-performance and High-density, the DSR architecture stores the fetched
instructions in a six-entry instruction buffer (figure 5.1) in order to support load stalls
(see figures 4.6 and 5.3). Instructions are stored and shifted deeper in the buffer
whenever a stall occurs, otherwise the buffer is bypassed to directly feed the IF and
IP stages.
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In figure 5.1, the Si,j represent the pair of IRi and IRj registers that feeds the IP
and IF stages, respectively. Figure 5.2 models the Finite State Machine (FSM) that
monitors the travel of the instructions from the memory instruction to the IF and IP
stages through the IR registers and where S1,0 is the normal case, i.e., no stall occurred
and the buffer is bypassed.
The chronograms of figures 5.3 and 5.4 show how the instructions behave in the
instruction buffer.
5.2.2 Decode Stage
The instruction in the IF stage is decoded and the instruction in the IP stage is
predecoded in parallel by the DF and DS decoding stages, respectively. First, the
goal is to detect a branch or a jump in the IP stage in order to access the instruction
memory one cycle earlier, as if the branch was in the first instruction slot of the bundle
(see figure 5.5). Consequently, both computed ((a)) or predicted ((b)) target addresses
can be provided to the instruction memory at t5.
A register file made up of thirty two 32-bit registers is accessed during the DF stage
through two read ports.
Furthermore, a hardware data dependency is achieved during the DF stage between
a register updated by a load instruction performed during the second half of the
memory clock period and the third instruction that follows it as described in figure
5.6. Whenever a dependency is detected a 1-cycle stall operates.
5.2.3 The Branch Unit
5.2.4 The Branch Predictor
Due to the memory clock that is twice slower than the CPU one but with the same
phase, the target branch address cannot be given to the memory instruction until
the EXE stage (see (a) of figure 5.5): so, the branch has time to be decoded and to
read registers during the DF stage, to finally resolve its condition in the EXE stage.
Consequently, no branch predictor is required in that case.
However, it is not the same story when the branch instruction belongs to the sec-
ond instruction slot of the bundle (see (b) of figure 5.5): indeed, if the same principle
was used, the address would be computed at t5 and available at t6 but could not be
send until the next cycle (t7). To avoid this drawback, a branch predictor estimates
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Figure 5.1: DSR’s Six-entry Instruction Buffer: the two first stages of the pipeline—IP and
IF—can be fed by the memory instruction itself, the six-entry instruction buffer (IR0-IR5
registers), the Branch Target Instruction Cache (BTIC), the external bus system, the On-
Chip-Debug (OCD) interface or the stall mechanism which introduces NOPs. One can note
that half the instructions never pass by IP and thus, stays a cycle of less within the pipeline
than the second half: this is due to the fact that two instructions are fetched per memory
clock cycle and hence, one is directly treated while the other waits for its turn one CPU
clock cycle.
the decision to access the instruction memory at t5: the branch is decoded in the
DS stage, simultaneously with the previous one. Then, the BP stage choses to take
the branch or not, without reading the registers involved in the condition to avoid
data dependency with the instruction that is being executed. Finally, one CPU cy-
cle later, the EXE stage confirms or cancels the decision taken by the branch predictor.
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Figure 5.2: Instruction Buffer’s Finite State Machine: S1,0 is the normal mode where the
buffer is bypassed. Si,j means that the IRi and IRj registers provide their instruction to the
IP and IF stages, respectively and where the instruction buffer contains j+1 instructions.
The buffer fills up of instructions each time a stall is required and the FSM moves to the
next S step (d transition). A taken branch/jump instruction empties the buffer and then,
the FSM goes to the normal S1,0 mode (b transition). When the instruction located in IR3 is
shifted to IR5 (S4,5 step), the two instructions that follows IR3—IR0 and IR2—are reloaded
from the instruction memory and the buffer is cleaned (f transition).
The branch predictor uses both dynamic and static prediction techniques.
5.2.4.1 Dynamic Branch Predictor
It is based on a BTIC that stores a taken branch address, its corresponding target
instruction and the two next ones. The four last taken branches are stored in this
cache which is updated each time a new taken branch occurs by replacing the oldest
branch in the buffer1. The BTIC is addressed at the same time that the instruction
memory by two same instruction addresses.
If the look up matches, the branch is estimated as taken. The BTIC will also acts
as an anticipator in the sense that is no longer necessary to address the instruction
memory because the next three instructions are already available because they are
located in the cache. This eliminates waste cycles mentioned in subsection 5.2.5 where
up to three cycles can be saved in the case of mispredicted branches (see tables 5.1
and 5.2).
1Simulations using EEMBC benchmarks have shown that a buffer depth higher than four did not improve
the performance.
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Figure 5.3: Update of the instruction buffer when its full: the fetch unit can support up
to four stalls before reseting the instruction buffer, the last one occurring at t3. Then, the
content of IR3 will be stored in IR5 and the inst.3 and inst.4 instructions will be recalled
at t5. As a result, the instruction is emptied and filled only with the inst.3 and inst.4
instructions at t7.
5.2.4.2 Static Branch Predictor
When the branch to load is not in the BTIC, the hand is given to the static branch
predictor that will apply a backward taken algorithm, i.e., the target address is com-
puted during the DS stage and compared with the current program counter during
the BP stage to chose the branch as taken if it has a smaller address. It is based on
the fact that the loops verify this rule.
5.2.5 Target Instruction Fetching Delay
So, DSR needs two or three CPU clock cycles before reaching the target instruction2—
a branch delay slot equals to one, in MIPS’s terms, plus two interlocks, at most, when
needed—depending on the location of the branch in the bundle. Indeed, a delay slot
2a fourth delay cycle, implemented as an interlock, may be required for DSR-HD as illustrated in figure
4.5
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Figure 5.4: Instruction buffer update due to a taken branch instruction: whenever a branch is
taken, the instructions that remain within the instruction buffer are no more useful, excepted
the one in the branch delay slot (inst.1). As a consequence, the buffer is emptied at t7 and
filled with target instructions.
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Figure 5.5: DSR’s Decoding Stages: these two sequences treat a taken branch instruction
but with the following difference: (a) the branch is in the first instruction slot of the bundle
and inst.1 fills the branch delay slot. The branch is decoded in DF as a standard instruction.
(b) the branch is in the second instruction slot of the fetched bundle and inst.2 fills the
branch delay slot. The branch decoding is 1-cycle anticipated and performs in parallel with
the decoding of inst.1. In these examples, a single branch delay slot is considered, filled by
either by inst.1 ((a)) or inst.2 ((b))
and one stall are sufficient whenever the branch occupies the second slot of the bundle
5.5. A fourth stall cycle is required when a not taken branch is mispredicted (see table
5.1).
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Figure 5.6: Data Dependency Detection: during the DF stage of the addition, at t5 an
operand dependency is detected with the previous load instruction on register r2, which
implies to stall the pipeline during one CPU clock cycle.
Even if more cycles are required to get the target instruction compared to the
MIPS’s single cycle branch delay slot, the critical path that goes from the input of
the ALU to instruction memory address port is removed. Indeed, a MIPS five-stage
processor without branch predictor, evaluates the branch condition during its decoding
stage and hence, needs the values of the involved registers that can be either at the
ALU or the data memory output, instead of the register file.
5.2.6 The Program Counter Unit
Once a bundle is fetched, potential new program addresses are systematically com-
puted from the two loaded instructions: This is possible because we are faced to RISC
instructions that have the peculiarity to have a fix instruction format (the base regis-
ters and offsets are always at the same place within an instruction, depending on its
type). To do so, seven 16-bit adders3 calculate in parallel, each memory clock cycle,
seven address values. Indeed, the program counter is:
- incremented by two when instructions are executed sequentially.
- added to a branch offset in case a taken branch is not misspredicted and its target
instruction not anticipated (see subsection 5.2.4.1).
3They can address up to 64K 32-bit instructions.
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- incremented by one and added to a branch offset to fetch the instruction following
the previous target instruction and thus, complete the bundle.
- incremented by one and added to a branch offset when a taken branch was
predicted and its target instruction not anticipated (see figure (b) 5.5).
- incremented by two and added to a branch offset when a taken branch is per-
formed in the first half of the memory clock cycle and its target instruction not
anticipated (see figure (a) 5.5).
- incremented by three and added to a branch offset when a branch was chosen as
not taken and was misspredicted (see table 5.1).
- incremented by four and added to a branch offset to fetch the instruction following
the previous target instruction and thus, complete the bundle.
Furthermore, shifted immediate addresses of jumps are also generated. An ex-
ception with relative jumps which provide their target address from the content of
a general purpose register. Consequently, to avoid data dependency, this address is
given two cycles after the EXE stage, whenever a relative jump is performed in the
second half of the memory clock cycle. All these generated addresses allow to ask the
dual port instruction memory for two consecutive instructions to be executed.
5.2.7 Execution Stage
The EXE stage operates standard integer arithmetic and logic operations. Among
other things, it is made up of a 32-bit adder, a shifter and a Multiply and Divide
Unit (MDU) which is independent of the rest of the CPU with its own special output
registers. Integer multiplication and division are relatively slow and take several cycles,
depending on the implementation.
Branch’s conditions are resolved in this stage.
5.2.8 Address Generator Stage
The AG stage operates at the same level that the EXE stage but compute memory ad-
dresses with a 16-bit adder: 32b memory of 256KB in size can be addressed. This small
adder alleviates the address translation and propagation delay to primary memories
mainly due to the fact that the addition is much faster than the EXE’s one.
5.2.9 Data Memory Stages
One can distinguish four memory stages, M1, M2, MF and MS where M1 and M2
are dedicated to non-memory instructions. The EXE stage result is just latched and
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transmitted to the M1 stage and then to the M2 stage to finally reach the NO stage,
three CPU cycle later. These two stages allow to avoid resource conflict by ensuring
that each stage is in use only once at a time.
The MF and MS stages are the first and second step of a L1 data memory access,
since DSR extends the primary memory access upon two stages. Indeed, the memory
address is given to the memory at MF that can handle up to two addresses, in case of
a double access like in DSR-HP.
In a load case, once the data is present at the memory output data during the MS
stage, data is then transmitted to the CPU core where two sign extensions and byte
alignments may be performed by the end of the MS stage timing slot.
In a store case, the data is written to the L1 memory during the MS stage. More-
over, before writing the data into the data cache (if any), the processor must check
whether the correct cache line resides in it. To do so, once the program address has
been generated by the AG stage, a tag cache is read to determine if the store hits or
misses the data cache while the datum and its memory reference are stored in buffers
to access the data cache at the next store, which will be itself stored in the buffers as
illustrated in figure 5.7 part (a): it shows how a write behaves both within the pipeline
and in the write buffers: at t5, tag checking with the current address, (R1), is per-
formed during the MF stage, and the datum, R2, and its memory reference are stored
into two 32-bit registers, part of a Store Data Queue (SDQ) and of a Store Address
Queue (SAQ), respectively. The following store instruction launches the access to the
data memory at t9 for the previous write and is itself store in the write buffer at t8.
Three consecutive store instructions determine the maximum buffer size, and leads
to a depth of three for both the local memory that holds the datum—the Store Data
Queue (SDQ)—and the one that holds the corresponding memory reference—the Store
Address Queue (SAQ)—as shown in figure 5.7 part (e).
5.2.10 The Eighth Stage
Up to now, all the instructions would cross the same number of stages, from the
moment they are decoded to the WB stage. However, due to the fact that the primary
memory clock frequency is twice slower than the CPU one, it may happen that the L1
data memory cannot be accessed directly after the AG stage because the generated
address would arrive in the middle of the memory period. Typically, this occurs when
a memory instruction is the decoded during the second half of the memory period (see
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Figure 5.7: Store Data and Address Queues: the sequence of instructions in figure (b), (c),
(d) and (e) are in the same time slot than the one of figure (a).in order to avoid extra load
delay penalty, only a store instruction can be stored in SDQ and SAQ. A store instruction
accesses the data cache during the hit detection cycle of the next write instruction.
figure 4.4).
As a consequence, such instructions must be synchronized with the L1 data mem-
ory. To do so, one more stage is introduced between the AG and MF stages to act
as a 1-cycle buffer when necessary otherwise it is bypassed: the so-called synchro-
nizer stage is named SYNC. This solution has the advantage to save a CPU clock
cycle whenever a non-synchronized memory instruction has to be executed, unlike the
Xtensa LX, with its seven stages, which interlocks the pipeline during one cycle. This
architectural choice is even more relevant when one knows that memory instructions
are the instructions the most frequently executed in programs: even if it varies with
the program, roughly 30% of the total number of executed instructions are memory
instructions [20].
So, statistically, half of the memory instructions cross the SYNC stage. As a result,
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the second half pass through one stage of less which would lead to stage access conflicts.
To solve this problem, the following rule is applied: all the memory instructions that
do not take the SYNC stage before the L1 data memory access (before the MF stage)
will take it after (after the MS stage). Figure 4.4 illustrates this rule and shows that
this new stage is also in use once at a time.
Likewise, all non-memory instructions (branches and jumps excepted) would pass
through one stage of less than the memory instructions. Similarly, a other stage has
been introduced between the M2 and WB stages that acts as a buffer to tackle this
issue that concerns only non-memory instructions: this regulator stage is named NO,
which stands for Non-Overlap.
To summarize, except branches and jumps, all the instructions crosses six stages
from the decoding to the WB stage, plus the time to fetch a pair of instructions
that corresponds to the IP and IF stages. Thus, the resulting architecture is a single
instruction issue, in-order eight-stage pipeline that keeps a simple register file (a write
and two read ports).
5.2.11 Write Back Stage
Due to the pipeline structure, the WB stage is accessed one at a time and updates the
thirty-two 32b register file through its single write port, if needed.
5.3 Multi-cycle Instructions
Increasing the pipeline length introduces wasted cycles due to data and control de-
pendencies that are stressed, even for the High-performance version of DSR as we will
see in this section. Typically, this phenomenon concerns load, store, branch and jump
instructions that may have a CPI higher than one.
5.3.1 Branch Latency
What follows resumes and summarizes the branch execution flows discussed earlier in
sections 4.3, 4.4 and 5.2.3. It shows up that up to four extra CPU cycles may be
required to handle control flow instructions.
Six cases may occur:
- the branch instruction is in the first half of the memory clock period (IF stage)
and can be either taken or not taken since no prediction is performed in this case.
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- the branch instruction is in the second half of the memory clock period (IP
stage). A prediction is made which induces four possible cases: the branch is
well predicted taken or not taken, or it is misspredicted taken or not taken.
To well understand table 5.1, it is good to remember that a branch is followed by a
delay slot which may be filled by a usefull instruction if the compiler found one (more
details in subsection 5.2.5). Finally, the time that needs the CPU for fetching the
target instruction (T) can be used to anticipate this requested instruction (anticipated
(T)) and the following, if it has been detected in the BTIC.
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Table 5.1: DSR-HP’s Branch Control Flows: by default, the instructions (i+j ) that follow a
branch instruction in the code, always starts to be executed and can be cancelled in case of
a missprediction, excepted the one within the branch delay slot (ds). For DSR-HD, an extra
cycle could be required when a branch is taken because only the 32-bit target instruction
(T) may be contained within the 64-bit instruction word.
Table 5.2 expresses the various possible flows described in table 5.1 in terms of
branch CPI. It varies from one to five like the MIPS32 24K whereas the MIPS five-
stage processor branch CPI goes from one to two. So, obviously, deeper is the pipeline
higher is the number of potentially wasted clock cycles. The overall performance will
be given once many factors like the frequency and programs will be take into account.
5.3.2 Jump Latency
This paragraph is the counterpart of the previous subsection but for jump instructions
which are divided into two categories:
- absolute jumps (referenced as J) where the target address is contained in the
instruction itself.
- relative jumps (referenced as JR) where the target address is contained in a
general-purpose register that is pointed out by the instruction.
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Table 5.2: DSR-HP’s Branch CPI: many situations may occurs for the second instruction of
a bundle (IP stage) because a branch predictor is used. For DSR-HD, the maximum value of
a CPI corresponding to branch taken path may be increased by one because only the 32-bit
target instruction (T) may be contained within the 64-bit instruction word, and then the
remaining instruction of the loaded bundle can be useless.
t 1 t 2
IP
IF
t 4 t 6 t 8t 7 t 9 t 10 t 11t 5
CPU
Clk
Clk
MEMs
WBM1EXEDF M2 NO
t 3
WBM1EXEDF M2 NO
WBM1EXEDF M2 NOIP
IF
IF
IP
(T+1)
(T){t7
inst.3
inst.2{t5
IP
Inst. Buffer
EXEDF
IF
IP
IF
IF
IP cancelled
cancelled
DF
jds
jump T{t3
Figure 5.8: Target instruction latency induced by a jump instruction located in the IF stage:
the target address, T, of all the jump instruction (J and JR) located in the IF stage are
computed in the EXE stage and given to the instruction memory at t5. As a result, the
instruction within the jump delay slot (jds) is performed and the two next, inst.2 and inst.3
are undesirable and then are discarded. The target instruction arrives at t7.
The target addresses of jump instructions are generated in the EXE stage as shown
in figures 5.8 and 5.9. However, this rule has an exception: indeed, for performance
reasons, the target address of absolute jump instructions, located in the IP stage are
prematurely extracted in the DF stage in order to access the instruction memory at
the end of this stage as illustrated in figure 5.10. This is feasible because the target
address appears in the intruction as it is, and then no data dependency may exist.
One can also notice that jump instructions are not concerned by missprediction
like branches are, because there are unconditional jumps.
Tables 5.3 (a) and (b) resume what preceeds in term of sequence of instructions
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t 1 t 2
IP
IF
t 4 t 6 t 8t 7 t 9 t 10 t 11t 5
CPU
Clk
Clk
MEMs
t 3
WBM1 M2 NO
WBM1EXEDF M2 NO
WBM1EXEDF M2 NOIP IF
WBM1EXEDF M2 NOIP IF(T+1)
(T){t9
inst.4
inst.3{t7
IP
Inst. Buffer
DF
IF
IP
IF
IF
IP
cancelled
{t3 inst.JR   T EXEEXEDF M1 M2
IFIP
IP IF cancelled
inst.2
jds{t5
cancelled
Figure 5.9: Target instruction latency induced by a relative jump instruction located in the
IP stage: the target address, T, of relative jump instructions (JR) located in the IP stage are
computed, or more precisely read from a specified register in the EXE stage (to avoid data
dependency with inst.) and given to the instruction memory as quick as possible which is at
t7. As a result, the instruction within the jump delay slot (jds) is performed and the three
next, inst.2, inst.3 and inst.4 are undesirable and then are discarded. The target instruction
arrives at t9.
t 1 t 2
IP
IF
t 4 t 6 t 8t 7 t 9 t 10 t 11t 5
CPU
Clk
Clk
MEMs
t 3
WBM1EXEDF M2 NO
WBM1EXEDF M2 NOIP
IF
IF
IP
(T+1)
(T){t7
inst.2
jds{t5
WBM1EXEDF M2 NO
WBM1EXEDF M2 NO
IP
Inst. Buffer
IF
IP
IF
IF
IP
cancelled
inst.{t3 J   T EXEDF
Figure 5.10: Target instruction latency induced by an absolute jump instruction located in
the IP stage: the target address, T, of absolute jump instructions (J) located in the IP stage
are computed, or more precisely read within the instruction in the DF stage and given to
the instruction memory at t5. As a result, the instruction within the jump delay slot (jds) is
performed and the next, inst.2 is undesirable and then is discarded. The target instruction
arrives at t7.
and CPI.
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JR J
IF
jr j
jds jds
stall stall
stall stall
IP
jr j
jds jds
stall stall
stall (T)
stall (T+1)
(a)
JR J
IF
min.: 3 cc min.: 3 cc
max.: 4 cc max.: 4 cc
IP
min.: 4 cc min.: 2 cc
max.: 5 cc max.: 3 cc
(b)
Table 5.3: DSR-HP’s Jump Control Flow (a) and CPI (b): the jump target is just established
at the end of the EXE stage. For DSR-HD, the maximum CPI value may be increased by
one (stall) like it is the case for taken branches (see tables 5.1 and 5.2).
5.3.3 Load Latency
The data dependencies due to load instructions can be divided into two groups of
patterns of instruction sequences, each of which being made up of two or three cases4:
• the load instruction is decoded during the first half of the memory clock period—
i.e., it was previously located in the IF stage—and is followed by either a memory
instruction or by a non-memory instruction: in both cases, a load delay slot equal
to two is mandatory to prevent a data dependency, as illustrated in figure 5.11.
one can note that a branch does not cause a data dependence with the loaded
data because this data is not read since the condition of the branch is predicted.
Likewise, neither a J or JR jump instruction induces a data dependency because
either the jump is absolute, which implies that none register is accessed, or the
jump is relative but the register access is delayed until the EXE stage as detailled
in subsection 5.3.2.
• the load instruction is decoded during the second half of the memory clock period,
i.e., it was previously located in the IP stage: whenever a data dependency is
detected with the third next instruction, a stall is mandatory in addition to the
two delay slots to prevent a dysfunction. Three instruction sequences lead to
data dependency:
- a load instruction followed by a dependent branch/jump instruction (see
figure 5.12).
- a load instruction followed by a other dependent memory instruction (see
figure 5.13 (b)).
- a load instruction followed by a dependent non-memory instruction (see
figure 5.13 (a)).
4In addition to the data dependencies describe in this paragraph, DSR-HD has the delays detailed in
subsection 4.6
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t 1
t 3
t 5
t 6
t 2
t 4
t 1 t 4 t 6 t 7t 5t 3t 2
CPU
Clk
Clk
MEMs
AG WBMF MSSYNC
DF AG WBMSMFSYNC
t 1 t 4 t 6 t 7t 5t 3t 2
CPU
Clk
Clk
MEMs
AG WBMF MSSYNC
DF WBNOM2EXE M1
DF WBNOM2EXE M1
mem. R3,(R2)
ld R2,(R1)
inst3.
inst2.
Program
DF
ld R2,(R1)
inst3.
inst2.
Program
DF
add R4,R2,R5
DF AG WBMSMFSYNC
(b)(a)
Figure 5.11: DSR’s Load Delay Slots (IF stage): (a) Data dependency between a load and
a next memory instruction. (b) Data dependency between a load and a next non-memory
instruction.
The value contained in R2, (R2), is not available until t5 but in both cases, R2 is required
two cycles too early, at t3 by the next instruction (mem and add in the AG and EXE stages,
respectively). Two load delay slots allow to execute the dependent instructions two cycles
later without stalling the pipeline.
t 1
t 3
t 5
t 6
t 2
t 4
t 1 t 4 t 6 t 7t 5t 3t 2
DF WBNOM2EXE M1
DF AG WBMSMFSYNC
t 1 t 4 t 6 t 7t 5t 3t 2
DF WBNOM2EXE M1
DF AG WBMSMFSYNC
CPU
Clk
Clk
MEMs
(b)(a)
ld R2,(R1)
inst.
ld R2,(R1)
inst.
DF
Program
br  R2 jr  R2
EXEBPDS DF EXE
stallstall
Program
DF EXE EXE
Figure 5.12: DSR’s Load Delay Slots (IP stage) with Branch and Jump dependencies: (a)
Data dependency between a load and a next branch instruction. (b) Data dependency
between a load and a next relative jump instruction.
The value contained in R2, (R2) is not available until t7 but in both cases, R2 is required
three cycles too early, at t4 by the next instruction (br and jr in the EXE stage). Due to the
dependency, both branch and relative jump fill none of the two load delay slots. So, they are
located three instructions after the load in the code. Logic checks a data dependency with
the load and stall the pipeline if any. In that condition, they passes from IF stage position
to the IP stage position: the branch becomes predicted and the relative jump execution
required a other stall (see table 5.3 (a) line IP).
Another kind of dependency between instructions exists, due to the dual port data
L1 memory of DSR-HP, that is not based on operands. Indeed, a dependency may
reside in writing or reading at the same memory location. These data hazards are
rare and classified upon four types that depends on the order of consecutive write or
read instructions. Consider two consecutive memory instructions, i and j where i is
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t 1
t 3
t 5
t 6
t 2
t 4
t 1 t 4 t 6 t 7t 5t 3t 2
CPU
Clk
Clk
MEMs
DF WBNOM2EXE M1
DF WBNOM2EXE M1
DF AG WBMSMFSYNC
t 1 t 4 t 6 t 7t 5t 3t 2
CPU
Clk
Clk
MEMs
DF WBNOM2EXE M1
DF AG WBMSMFSYNC
(b)(a)
add R3,R2,R5
ld R2,(R1)
inst.
stall
DF M2EXE M1
stall
ld R2,(R1)
mem. R3,(R2)
inst.
DF AG WBMF MS SYNC
ProgramProgram
MFSYNCDF AG
Figure 5.13: DSR’s Load Delay Slots (IP stage) with Memory and Non-memory dependen-
cies: (a) Data dependency between a load and a next non-memory instruction. (b) Data
dependency between a load and a next memory instruction.
The value contained in R2, (R2) is not available until t7 but in both cases, R2 is required
three cycles too early, at t4 by the next instruction (add and mem. in the EXE and the AG
stages, respectively). Due to the dependency, both add and mem. fill none of the two load
delay slots. No extra stall is necessary.
decoded during the second half of the memory clock cycle, before j :
- Read After Write (RAW): j tries to read a data in the memory that is not
updated by i yet. j reads an old value.
- Write After Write (WAW): i is the last write instruction that updates the mem-
ory. Hence, the memory does not hold the correct value.
- Write After Read (WAR): j writes at the wrong memory address when the reg-
ister that contains the address has not been updated by i.
- Read After Read (RAR): though this case deals with operand dependency, it
may arise still at a double memory access. A same register is finally updated by
i instead of j.
Table 5.4 summarizes the previously mentioned memory reference dependency for
DSR-HP with instruction sequence patterns where the first instruction involved is a
load.
5.3.4 Store Latency
Table 5.5 summarizes the memory reference dependency describes in the above sub-
section but with instruction sequence patterns where the first instruction involved is
a store.
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WAR RAR
ld R2,(R1)
-
st R3,(R1)
ld R2,(R1)
-
st R3,(R4)
ld R2,(R1)
-
ld R2,(R4)
Table 5.4: Memory Reference Hazards of Load Instructions: WAR dependency may not occur
in the DSR-HP architecture because a store instruction is always buffered before accessing
the memory: hence, leaving time to load the register R2 cancels the hazard, even when the
addresses (R1) and (R4) are equal. RAR hazard may not occur either because, during the
MF stage, address comparison is made and in case of two consecutive loads that would like
to update the same register, the value returned from the memory for the first of the two
loads will not be taken into account.
WAW RAW
st R2,(R1)
-st R3,(R1)
st X,(Y)
st R2,(R1)
-st R3,(R4)
st X,(Y)
st R2,(R1)
-
ld R3,(R1)
st R2,(R1)
-
ld R3,(R4)
Table 5.5: Memory Reference Hazards of Store Instructions: neither WAW or RAW are
possible in the DSR-HP architecture because time remains to both calculate (AG stage) and
compare memory references (MF stage). Thus, in case of WAW, the older concerned store
is removed of the write buffer, even when the addresses (R1) and (R4) are equal: only the
pattern of figure 5.7 part (e) would have led lead to such a hazard where three consecutive
store can induce a simultaneous data cache access and where the third store operands are
not a concern. The issue of RAW dependency is solved by taking the data from the write
buffer instead of the data cache, even when the addresses (R1) and (R4) are equal.
5.4 A RTL Implementation of DSR
5.4.1 A DSR-HP Simplified Version
A purged RTL version of DSR-HP has been designed in VHDL (see the full architecture
specification of DSR-HP in section 5.2) that fits the requirements of a networking
application in charge of routing IP packets on Internet edge routers.
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Precisely, this version does perform integer operations—i.e., neither Floating Point
Unit (FPU), multiply or divide operators are implemented. Furthermore, due to the
fact that the data memory space did not exceed 8KB, no MMU was necessary, ex-
cepted a Fixed Map Translation (FMT) that just translates the program addresses
into physical addresses according to the memory mapping before accessing the on-chip
SRAM data memory (no caches). This RTL design does not use a BTIC because few
branch and jump instructions occur in the targeted application.
The previously mentioned network application led to an implementation of a five-
stage RISC processor, called X5 with the same above features.
5.4.2 Technology and Tools
The CPU core and its instruction and data on-chip memories—two dual port 2048x32
High-speed SRAM memories from Virage Logic with a column mux equals to 16 [66]—
were synthesized with the Synopsys’s Design Compiler under timing constraints [63]
and a zerowireload model. The targeted technology was the TSMC’s 0.13µm CMOS
and low threshold voltage process, called CL013LV [64].
The generated VHDL format netlist, which take into account cell delay was used
with the Synopsys’s VHDL System Simulator (VSS) to achieve simulation at the gate
level, and then (partially) check the functionality of the design.
The verification of the design functionality was made with a in-house instruction
sequence generator and a software behavioral model of the processor.
The Virage Logic memory IPs were generated with the ts13e1p11hssb05 compiler
which is configured to build High-performance Synchronous High Speed RAM using
the TSMC CL013LV-OD-FSG CMOS process.
5.4.3 DSR’s Features
The DSR-HP processor core described above uses 67,000 gates that represents a silicon
area of about 240161µm2 (nand area = 5.0922µm2). The bare core runs at 625MHz
(1.6 ns) under the worst operating conditions (1.08V, 1250C): this frequency does not
take into account back-end parameters (layout, wires, place&route, ...) and depends
on the quality of the mask. For instance, if we assume a frequency degradation of
20%, the frequency will be equal to 500MHz.
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The critical path is located in the execution unit—from the ALU’s adder to the
forwarding multiplexer that returns the result back to the ALU itself—and the circuit
uses scan test flip-flops. The mentioned multiplexer takes about 60% of the clock
period and is equal to 0.72ns (i.e., 22 FO4s) after having taken into account a 20% of
back-end delays.
The X5 processor has been fully tested, and the chip (back from the foundry) uses
30,000 gates and runs at 350MHz with a critical path that is still shared by the main
adder and the forwarding multiplexer (roughly equal to 2
3
of DSR and that takes 15
FO4s).
5.5 Conclusion
The DSR architecture allows to cut the critical path of five-stage processor that needs
a single cycle to jump to a targeted instruction: this is due to the fact that the branch
condition is checked in the ALU stage and no more in the ID stage, and then the
ALU-ID forwarding path is cut. Also, one can imagine to move some logic from a
stage to a other like other vendors did in order to better balance the logic on all the
stages.
Consequently, this chapter shows up that the implementation of a pipeline made
up of eight stages like DSR-HP should reach the same frequency than the last MIPS32
24K, ARM11 and ARC700 processors if the same back-end were used: indeed, the
X5’s clock frequency (see subsection 5.4.3) is roughly the same than its counterparts
in the industry (see table 2.1), and then 550MHz should be reach for a deeper eight
stage processor.
The added value of DSR will come of the fact that this frequency is not (or less)
deteriorate when the L1 memory access time is taken into account.
Finally, DSR uses twice slower L1 memories than those proposed by the processor
vendor pre-cited, what contributes to reduce power consumption and to save silicon
area by using slower and hence smaller L1 memories.
Chapter 6
Software Support Tools
6.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the software environment in which the results presented in
the next chapter were obtained. It regroups a full cross compiler tool chain, a RISC
processor simulator and a profiler, and a test environment based on reference embedded
programs. The timing metric used in this document is also defined.
Initially, a software that gives features on the area, timing and power consump-
tion of SRAMs according to their organization and technology node is described and
compared to Virage Logic’s counterparts.
6.2 The Timing Metric
The goal is to use a timing metric that remains constant over various process technolo-
gies, voltages and temperatures. Moreover, this metric has to characterize static and
dynamic CMOS gates that dominate digital designs. An inverter driving four identi-
cal copies of itself was chosen as the elementary gate delay [23]: due to its capacitive
fanout of four, this delay was called a fanout-of-four inverter delay, know as FO4. For
a given technology, the FO4 delay is close from one company to another. However,
sophisticated in-house technologies such as from Intel or IBM can deliver faster FO4
due to expensive efforts [21].
Historically, the FO4 delay was set to 500Lgate ps under worst case operating
conditions (low Vdd, high temperature). As of the 0.13µm technology node, the phys-
ical gate length, Lgate became shorter than the drawn feature size because the width
of the gate material specified by the layout engineer (mask setting) is shortened by
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the etching process and the lateral source-drain diffusion. Furthermore, the Inter-
national Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) indicates a physical gate
length trend to be roughly half the DRAM 1
2
pitch which is identified as the feature
size. As a consequence, the previous expression was extrapolated to 250Lnode where
Lnode ' 12Lgate.
Year 2002 2004 2007 2010 2013 2016
Technology node (nm) 130 90 65 45 32 22
wc FO4 delay (ps) 32.5 22.25 16.25 11.25 8 5.5
Table 6.1: FO4 delay as a function of CMOS technology node: according to [60], the feature
size decreases of a theoretical scaling factor 0.7 at each high performance process node, as
it happens for the power supply and the clock frequency in wc operating conditions. In the
FO4 delay formula,Lgate is expressed in microns.
Thus, any delay can be normalized with FO4. he timing comparison is reported in
term of FO4 to be independent of the technology node.
6.3 CACTI, a Cache Access and Cycle Time model
CACTI [44] is a recognized popular tool used by computer architects for determining
the optimal cache configuration for a given set of parameters like the cache size, the
block size, the associativity, the number of read and write ports and their size, and
the technology node. Usually, it helps to explore cache configurations for area, power
and access times.
The last 3.2 version of this tool was essential in this work to show the gap and
the improvement of the DSR architecture in comparison to existing ones. Indeed, it
provides information the access time on various configuration of on-chip memories for
many technological nodes on a typical process. In fact, because as of the 0.18µm node,
the bitline and sense amplifier delay of a SRAM do not scale as much as logic, the
whole on-chip SRAMs do not scale neither [5][12][39]. That is the reason why, first,
CACTI was used to determine cache timing access for the 0.18µm node, and then,
below this technological node, the 0.7 scaling factor of ITRS (resumed by CACTI)
was replaced by a scaling factor that takes into account the bitline and sense amplifier
overhead: the 10% delay overhead of [1] was resumed in this work and the scaling
factor became even to 0.77. Furthermore, this new factor was not applied linearly
with the feature size as it is the case with CACTI: indeed, the new timing access
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factor was applied gradually as of the 0.18µm technological node.
Whereas the gate delay decreases by 50% each two generations, the on-chip cache
access time decreases by 40.7% and even 42% in [12].
In order to validate the access time results of CACTI3.2, they were compared to
SRAMmemory IPs of Virage Logic [66] based on the TSMC 0.13µmHigh-performance,
low threshold voltage process, called CL013LV-OD-FSG, and generated with the ts13e1-
p11hssb05 compiler. For consistency reasons with CACTI, the results obtained under
a typical Process Voltage Temperature (PVT) (1.2V - 25oC) are taken into account to
establish the timing error induced by the software model (see figure 6.1): it appears
that the average access time error between the Virage Logic’ IPs and the CACTI’s
models is quite small (about 2 FO4s) compared to an average access time of 30.4 FO4s.
More precisely, the average error is about 6.7% and varies between 2% in the best case
and 16.4% in the worst case.
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Figure 6.1: Access Time Error between Virage Logic’s SRAMs and CACTI’s one-way Mem-
ory Models: these results are for a 0.13µm technology node in a typical process (CL013LVOD
for Virage Logic) where wire delay are added to the CACTI3.2 results as 10% of the clock
cycle. All the comparisons are made on direct mapped caches with the same configuration
(block size, etc.). The 8KB and 16KB 64-bit single port direct mapped memories are, in
term of errors, the best and worst cases, respectively. The standard deviation is just the
access time difference between two equivalent caches.
However, for industrial reasons, worst-case operating conditions were considered
to established processor performance in chapter 7. One noticed a factor 0.7 to pass
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from a Virage Logic’s access time under a typical PVT (1.2V - 25oC) to one based on
a worst-case PVT (1.08V - 125oC) access time. Consequently, the access time results
provided by CACTI were consciously deteriorated by a factor of 0.7 to fit with indus-
trial conditions.
Finally, a worst case access time factor that allows to pass from a High-speed (HS)
to a High-density (HD) SRAM, for a given technology node, was determined: it is
the average of fourteen pairs of identical memories based on the CL013LV-OD process
and was identified as equal to 0.67. This factor helps to establish the clock period and
performance of processors (L1 caches included) dedicated to use the smallest amount
of silicon area than possible (see section 7.4).
6.4 The Cross Compiler
In many system contexts, notably embedded ones, a cross tool chain may be necessary
to compile a high level user code dedicated to run on a processor different from the
host machine.
The cross tool chain mentioned in this paper is based on GCC, a widespread free C
compiler [57]. It is made up of six major components: the cross compiler itself (e.g.,
GCC version 2.95.2), an assembler (GAS) and a linker (GLD) based on various utili-
ties (e.g., Binutils version 2.13), a library (e.g., newlib version 1.12.0) and a debugger
(e.g., GDB version 6.0).
A generic flow was identified and implemented to settle a customized cross tool
chain according to a determined processor architecture like DSR [35]: it allows to
remove, add or modify instructions from a given GCC ISA and to manage delay slots
according to the processor architecture. In the case of this study, GCC targeted for
the MIPS 1 ISA was tailored to match with the DSR pipeline.
6.5 The VMIPS Tool
VMIPS is a virtual machine simulator based around a MIPS R3000 RISC CPU core [56]
and its MIPS 1 instruction set that executes integer programs. It is an open-source
project written in C++ and which is distributed under the GNU General Public
License. VMIPS, being a virtual machine simulator, does not require any special
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hardware. It has been tested under Intel-based PCs running FreeBSD and Linux, and
a patch has been developed for compatibility with CompaQ Tru64 Unix on 64-bit
Alpha hardware.
VMIPS comes up with a full set of MIPS-targeted cross-compilation tools, and the
build process assumes their existence on the host system.
VMIPS can be easily extended to include more virtual devices, such as frame
buffers, disk drives, etc. VMIPS is also designed with debugging and testing in mind,
offering an interface to the GNU debugger GDB by which programs can be debugged
while they run on the simulator.
VMIPS was settled in combination with the customized cross compiler mentioned
in the previous section. Furthermore, in order to be able to execute any C program,
a Virtual Operating System (VOS) has been developed which allows to performed
input/output functions like printf, for instance, even if it is not relevant for embedded
applications.
A profiler has been also attached to VMIPS that helps to establish statistics on the
program that runs on a R3000 24K MIPS or DSR processors: e.g., it gives information
on the number of read and write access to the memory, the number of hits, the number
of delay slots that are filled by a useful instruction, the number of branches and jumps,
the overall number of executed instructions, and so on. Moreover, the multiplication
and division latencies were set to 5 and 35 clock cycles, respectively, as suggested in
[48].
All the mentioned enhancement brought to VMIPS are detailed in [2].
6.6 Test and Verification
Recently, it has become popular to put together collections of benchmarks to try to
measure the performance of the processors with a variety of applications. Of course,
such suites are only as good as the constituent individual benchmarks. Nonetheless,
a key advantage of such suites is that the weakness of one is lessened by the presence
of the other benchmarks. Benchmarks for embedded systems are in far more nascent
state than those for either desktop or server environments. They were used in this
work to validate the VOS, the profiler, the cross compiler and the complete flow.
For those embedded applications that can be characterized well by kernel perfor-
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mance, the best-standardized set of benchmarks appears to be the EDN Embedded
Microprocessor Benchmark Consortium (or EEMBC pronounced embassy) [55]. The
EEMBC benchmarks reflect real-world applications and the demands that embedded
systems encounter in these environments. The result is a collection of ”algorithms” and
”applications” organized into benchmark suites targeting telecommunications, net-
working, automotive/industrial, consumer, and office equipment products. Although
many embedded applications are sensitive to the performance of small kernels, remem-
ber that often the overall performance of the entire application is also critical. Thus,
for many applications, the EEMBC benchmarks can be used to partially access perfor-
mance. A few EEMBC benchmarks involve floating-point calculations for time calcula-
tions and displays, which can be avoided by changing one option (FLOAT SUPPORT)
in the EEMBC environment since the MIPS R3000 does not support floating-points.
All of the benchmarks used in this work (42 programs listed in appendix E) were
compiled under the same conditions, i.e., with the O3 and funroll-loops setting op-
tions of GCC which try to improve the program time execution. Due to ”relocation
truncated” errors, the -G 0 option was applied in all cases as specified in [49]. The
libraries were generated in the same way.
Finally, figure 6.2 illustrates the full verification flow made up of the customizable
cross compiler tool chain, the simulator, the profiler and the EEMBC benchmarks that
act as a verification tool.
6.7 Conclusion
The timing metric FO4 for deep-submicron technologies has been defined in this chap-
ter as 250 times the technological node length.
Moreover, because the standard deviation of the CACTI and Virage Logic SRAM
access time is quite small—2 FO4s over an average access time of 30.4 FO4s—CACTI
was used in this thesis work to generate various on-chip memories in a 130nm tech-
nology, then a new access time factor equal to 0.77 is gradually applied to subsequent
technological node. Indeed, the access time error (or standard deviation) between a
CACTI or Virage Logic memory is about 6.7% and fluctuates between 2 and 16.4%.
Finally, a full customizable tool set including a cross tool chain, a simulator, a
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Figure 6.2: DSR Software Environment: the starting point of this flow is the chosen DSR
architecture that allows to set the cross tool chain and the simulator. Afterwards, user’s
programs can be compiled and/or assembled in order to be executed on the simulator or
the DSR processor itself. The reference results that come with the EEMBC benchmarks
are compared to the simulator outputs to establish failure reports: then, cross tool chain or
simulator misfunctions can be highlighted. Furthermore, performance results are given by
the embedded profiler.
profiler and a test environment was implemented.

Chapter 7
Results
7.1 Introduction
The results are achieved considering architectures based on a same ISA (MIPS 1)
and using a same compiler (see chapter 6) in order to compare the performance and
efficiency of the MIPS R3000, MIPS24k and DSR-HD architectures themselves. This
is feasible and relevant because the R3000 and the 24k are based on the MIPS 1 ISA
and DSR was voluntarily elaborated under this same ISA.
Moreover, in order to establish accurate results, the data and instruction memory sizes
were determined for each applications.
Also, we can note that only Direct Mapped (DM) memories were used in this work.
The first part of this chapter deals with the tendency of the wire delays, primary
memory access times and bare processors frequencies, according to future technology
nodes.
Also, this chapter highlights the performance, which is a mix between the frequency
and the number of instructions required to execute a program (also known as Million
of Instructions Per Second or MIPS).
Finally, the last part focuses on the main relevant metric of a processor, its effi-
ciency, which is the ratio between the performance and the surface required: it shows
how relevant DSR-HD is, compared to the MIPS R3000 and the MIPS24k.
7.2 Wire Delay Trend
A given process has several layers of copper interconnect, where upper layers are
wider and taller than lower ones. These layers may be grouped into three categories
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of interconnections:
- The lowest metal layer which has the finest pitch and hence the highest resis-
tance: it is used to transport information between nearby gates and inside gates
themselves. Wires in this layer are called local wires and may have a pitch of
about 5λs1.
- Middle metal layers that have wider pitch than the previous category and that
route information within functional units. Wires in this layer are called semi-
global wires and may have a pitch of about 8λs.
- The top layers that have the widest pitch and hence the lowest resistance: they
carry global routes, clock power and ground. Wires in this layer are called global
wires and may have a pitch of about 16λs.
Furthermore, one can distinguish two types of wires among these three layers:
one type used to connect gates and blocks, called local that will scale with the logic
gates and the second one, called global that will not scale so much because they cross
significant part of the die. Each can have a short or long length. As a consequence, one
focuses on semi-global scaled-length wires because our concern is the CPU and L1 cache
communication [12][42]. Figure 7.1 shows the trend of the CPU-L1 cache wire delay
according to technology nodes and based on two projections of wire technology scaling:
one considered optimistic (or aggressive) based on small resistance degradation, low-k
dielectrics and the other considered pessimistic (or conservative) including scattering
effects. The consensus is that the future wire characteristics will fall inside this range
[21]. These values are extracted from [24].
Due to a quadratic relation with wire length, long wires have an irksome long delay.
Such long wires can be divided into small segments by the use of gain stages—called
repeaters—in between them to obtain length-squared delay relation. However, these
device occupy a large silicon area when used in buses [21].
Furthermore, a side effect of this thesis work is to reduce the performance gap
between embedded microprocessors designed by large teams and those created by small
companies. The goal is to improve their ASIC design methodology by combining their
automated Computer Aided Design (CAD) flows with an architecture that avoids the
delay penalty of wire and SRAM scaling: indeed, a small structure cannot afford
to manually optimize a layout for cost and time-to-market reasons and their CAD
tools poorly estimate critical wire path delays. As a consequence, repeaters or other
superwires are not ideal solutions for the embedded world, even when they are delay-
power optimized.
1λ is half of the drawn gate length and it is a way to describe pitches in a technology-independent manner.
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Figure 7.1: Wire delay scaling spanning 50K gates: the semi-global (unrepeated) scaled-
length wires, used to connect a CPU core and its closest on-chip memory, have a delay that
grows by a factor of about 2.9x to 4.3x over six generations. The upper and lower curves
indicate conservative (pessimistic) and aggressive (optimistic) scaling trends, respectively.
7.3 On-chip Memory Access Time Trend
The MIPS R3000, the MIPS32 24K and DSR-HP require single port 32-bit, single
port 64-bit and dual port 32-bit SRAMs as L1 memory, respectively (DSR-HD uses
single port 32-bit and 64-bit SRAMs). Most embedded applications require a small
amount of memory: as a consequence, this study is made on on-chip direct-mapped
SRAM memories, rangeing from 8 to 64KB. the results have shown that single port
32-bit and 64-bit HS SRAMs have the best (smallest) and the worst (longest) access
time on a CL013LV-OD process. So, only these two types of memories were reported
in figure 7.2 to show how memories scale with the technology nodes. As discussed in
detail in section 7.4, we may already have a feeling for the fact that the memory access
time has a negative effect on the global clock period, a phenomenon that is expected
to worsen with future technology generations.
In any case, from 8 to 64KB, the memory access time scales slower than the logic
speed: a loss of about 55% is seen between the 130 and 22nm nodes. This is mainly
due to the interconnections within the memory itself that scale more slowly than the
transistors (this is described in more detail in section 6.3).
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Figure 7.2: Cache Access Time vs. CPU Clock Period: the access time of any relevant
on-chip memory configurations is in between the drawn single port memory curves, the 8KB
32-bit being the best case in term of access time and the 64KB 32-bit the worst case. Even
a 8KB memory will deteriorate the clock period as detailed in the section 7.4. The CPU
frequencies are extracted from table 2.1.
7.4 Scalar Embedded Processor Clock Frequency Trend
We have seen in chapter 2 (table 2.1) that a five-stage and an eight-stage synthesizable
cores could run up to 350 and 625MHz (Tbarecpu) on a CL013LV-OD process, respec-
tively. Coupling this and the ITRS speed predictions to the on-chip memory access
time (Tmem.access) and wire delay trends (τwire) developed in the previous sections, the
clock period (Tclk) of the whole system (core and L1 memories) is established with the
equation 7.1, 7.2 or 7.3 for both High-performance and High-density configurations as
shown in figures 7.3 and 7.6, respectively.
Furthermore, the experience have shown that the critical path balances between
the ALU’s adder followed by the global multiplexer that forwards the calculated result
back to the entrance of the ALU stage and the data read in the data L1 memory
that also goes to the entrance of the execution stage through the same multiplexer
[12][50]. The first mentioned possible critical path determines the maximum clock
period values as reported in table 2.1 whereas the second path becomes critical below
a certain on-chip memory size. Consequently, this multiplexer, often the biggest in
the core is also accounted for the clock period prediction (as τfwdmux) and obviously
scales as fast as logic (see section 5.4.3).
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In addition to what preceeds, parameters like latch, skew and jitter overheads
(grouped under the name φoverhead) degrade the clock period of a processor [25]. Part
of this whole delay overhead does not scale with technology and was set to 1.8 FO4s.
This value becomes 2 FO4s in this thesis work because our FO4 is defined as 250Lnode
instead of 360Lnode (see section 6.2) as in [12][25].
Equation 7.1 models the entire clock period of the MIPS R3000 used to create
the graphs to come. Similarly, equation 7.2 represents the model of the MIPS24k
clock period where the forwarding multiplexer has been removed from the critical
path because the data loaded from the memory is available one cycle later. Finally,
equation 7.3 corresponds to the DSR-HD period where the primary memories have
one more CPU cycle to return their data to the core.
Tclk = max(Tbarecpu,max(Tinst.mem.access, Td.mem.access + τfwdmux) + τwire + φoverhead)
(7.1)
Tclk = max(Tbarecpu,max(Tinst.mem.access, Td.mem.access) + τwire + φoverhead) (7.2)
Tclk = max(Tbarecpu,
max(Tinst.mem.access, Td.mem.access + τfwdmux) + τwire + φoverhead
2
)
(7.3)
7.4.1 Speed Optimization: HP Configuration
DSR-HP involves dual ports as primary memories as described in section 4.3. Further-
more, HS IP memories are considered (opposite to their HD IP counterparts) because
this section deals with High-performance rather than with area. Thus, the results will
show how far the processors can go, in terms of frequency.
In a 45nm technology node, a small memory such as 8KB is part of the the MIPS
R3000 critical path whereas the speed already saturates in the 90nm node when 64KB
memories are used.
The saturation comes earlier for the MIPS32 24K than for the R3000, i.e., at the
90nm technology node with 8KB memories whereas DSR-HP stops following the bare
8-stage clock period at the 45nm node. Moreover, DSR-HP has a better behavior than
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the two other architectures with a 64KB: indeed, it saturates later, i.e., at the 90nm
node.
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Figure 7.3: Embedded Processor Clock Period Scaling: three processor clock period scalings
are reported in this graph including direct mapped primary memory access time, forwarding
multiplexer, conservative wires and clock overhead. We can see that the bare CPU is not the
critical path for long: even for the five-stage processor, a (small) 8KB data memory will be
the critical path as of the 45nm technology node whereas the same path already limits the
frequency at the 90nm node with a 64KB memory. The MIPS24K clock period is smallest
but has roughly the same behavior as the R3000 one whereas DSR-HP is less sensitive to
technology scaling and limits its effect for later technology nodes.
The clock period gap between both a five-stage processor and the MIPS32 24K and
their corresponding bare CPU speed increases quickly as technology scales to reach a
difference of 69 and 92 FO4s at the 22nm node in the 64KB configuration, respectively
(see figure 7.4): large memories have an important negative influence on the MIPS
R3000 and MIPS32 24K clock frequencies. This is due to the poor frequency scaling of
on-chip memories compared to logic and the increasing importance of the wire delay.
This effect is reduced for DSR-HP with only a gap of 42 FO4s, a 39.1% improvement.
At the 22nm node, even for small memories, DSR-HP suffers the least of the data
that return from the data memory: e.g., in case of 8KB memories, the period satura-
tion is about 37, 58 and 19 FO4s respectively to the R3000, MIPS24k and DSR-HP.
Measures show that the use of an aggressive wire delay model does not reduce the
advantage of DSR. Indeed, at the 22nm technology node, DSR-HP still saves between
33-53% and 55-76% of FO4s compared to the R3000 and the MIPS24K in the 64KB
configuration (see figure 7.5 and appendix A for a full graph using aggressive wire
prediction). This due to the fact that, as of the 45nm node, even the optimistic wire
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Figure 7.4: Embedded Processor Clock Period Standard Deviation: at each node and for
any memory configuration, DSR-HP has the smallest clock frequency difference with it cor-
responding bare CPU frequency and the coefficient of degradation (modelled by the curve
slopes) is the smallest.
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Figure 7.5: Aggressive HP Embedded Processor Clock Period Standard Deviation: the neg-
ative effect of the poor technology scaling of memories and wires is just delayed compared
to conservative wire prediction: indeed, the data memory access becomes critical two tech-
nology nodes earlier than for the conservative wire prediction (22-32 vs 45-65 nodes).
prediction follows a curve with almost the same slope than the pessimistic wire delay
prediction (see figure 7.1).
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7.4.2 Area Optimizaton: HD Configuration
This paragraph presents the frequencies that the studied architectures can reach when
the silicon area is the main criterion. As a consequence, HD IP memories are used
because they involve a smallest amount of silicon.
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Figure 7.6: HD Embedded Processor Clock Period Scaling: the three processors always take
into account direct mapped primary memory, forwarding multiplexer, conservative wires and
clock overhead. The bare CPU is no longer the critical path as of the 65nm node for the
five-stage processor with a (small) 8KB data memory, whereas the same path already limits
the frequency at the 130nm node with a 64KB memory. The DSR-HD is less sensitive to
technology scaling and limits its effect for later technology nodes. In any case, DSR-HD
proposes the fastest clock frequency of complete micro-processors.
Except for the R3000 at the 130nm node and DSR-HD at the 130 and 90nm nodes
used with a 8KB memory, the clock frequencies of all other configurations suffer of a
slower memory and DSR-HD proposes the best behavior under technology scaling (see
figure 7.7).
Compared to the HP speed graph 7.3, all the curves are vertically translated in-
ducing a greater number of FO4s per clock period and hence longer periods (see figure
7.6). However, the deterioration of the clock period in terms of FO4s is restrained for
DSR-HD. Indeed, the increase of the period reaches about 28% for the R3000, 30%
for the MIPS24K and only 13% for DSR-HD (22nm node) in the 64KB configuration.
If one alleviates the wire effect with an optimistic wire model, the tendency stays
roughly the same: the benefit of the DSR-HD solution occurs two technology nodes
later, showing the increasing limitations of the current designs as technology improves.
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Figure 7.7: HD Embedded Processor Clock Period Standard Deviation: DSR-HD appears
to be even earlier the best solution in terms of clock frequency with the generation to come
because it counts the smallest number of FO4s between the effective and ideal clock period.
In any case, DSR-HD is the architecture the least influenced by the memory speed.
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Figure 7.8: Aggressive HD Embedded Processor Clock Period Standard Deviation: Similarly
to the HP configuration, the negative effect of the poor technology scaling of memories and
wires is just delayed compared to conservative wire prediction: indeed, the data memory
access becomes critical two technology nodes earlier than for the conservative wire prediction
(45 vs. 90 node).
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7.4.3 Conclusion
The number of FO4s that separates the R3000 and the MIPS24K speed to their ideal
clock frequencies dramatically increases with the use of HD and then slow memories
(see figure 7.7): e.g., for the 64KB configuration, the gap is equal to 112 FO4s for
the R3000 and 128 FO4s for the MIPS24k whereas DSR-HD shows a relatively small
difference of 48 FO4s. In case of 8KB memories, the differences become 63, 80 and 30
FO4s, respectively. So, DSR-HD alleviates even more the negative effect of technology
scaling in the HD configuration than in the HP configuration: this is due to the use
of HD memories that are slower than their HS counterparts and that have a straight-
forward negative effect on the R3000 and MIPS24K clock frequency (see paragraph
2.8). Moreover, DSR-HD no longer uses dual port memories—as it is the case for
DSR-HP—but single port ones that are faster.
Furthermore, the delay of wires remains an issue—independently of the wire model—
even if an optimistic algorithm is used as shown in figure 7.8.
To summarize, the slower (or larger) the memories, the greater benefit DSR, com-
pared to the other two architectures in terms of frequency: the core and primary
memory speeds are more homogeneous and allow to process the instructions under the
smallest clock period, as defined in equation 7.1.
7.5 Scalar Embedded Processor Performance
The previous section shows that DSR can ensure the fastest clock frequency compared
to the a five-stage processor and the MIPS32 24K. However, it does not mean that its
performance—in terms of Million Instructions Per Second (MIPS)—is better because
of its deeper pipeline that introduces cycle delays on branches and memory instructions
compared to a five-stage processor, as detailed in section 5.3.
In this section and the next, we establish the performance of three processor archi-
tectures (the MIPS R3000, MIPS32 24K and DSR-HD) running 42 EEMBC integer
benchmarks (described in section 6.6): indeed, we will not focus any longer on the
DSR-HP architecture2, mainly because the reduced surface of DSR-HD is more im-
portant than the gain on the clock frequency offered by DSR-HP with faster memories.
By convenience, only the best, worst and typical case results obtained by DSR are ex-
posed, the others being placed in appendixes I and J.
2DSR-HP performance results on EEMBC benchmarks are reported in appendixes G and H.
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All the processors studied in this work executed the same embedded applications
compiled with the same compiler with the identical options (see section 6.6). Fur-
thermore, all of them are based on the same MIPS 1 ISA which implies that a single
program contains the same number of effective instructions for all the processors. As a
result, the performance of the raw processors and their memory subsystems themselves
are compared. In addition, we consider that all the required memory is available in
the primary memories due to its small size, and hence neither a multi-level hierar-
chy of caches is necessary, nor caches: i.e., simple SRAMs are used as primary on-chip
memories for both instruction and data memories, where memory misses are prevented
and Fixed Map translation (FMT) is sufficient. Finally, for consistency reasons, we
consider for DSR the same maximum clock frequency as the MIPS32 24K: indeed,
both are made up of the same number of stages and we postulate that the logic within
DSR could be as balanced as that produced by the experienced MIPS’s engineers to
reach the 625MHz of their last MIPS processor.
Table B.1, in appendix B, gives the CPIs for each EEMBC integer benchmark
on all the studied processors where the MIPS R3000 and the MIPS32 24K represent
the five-stage and the eight-stage synthesizable processor world, respectively. These
values were obtained from the VMIPS simulator (see subsection 6.5). The MIPS24k
CPIs were extracted from its own architecture [29][30][33][34] (see subsection 2.4.2)
and based on the number of occurrences of multi-cycle instructions performed for each
application. The MIPS R3000 has the smallest and thus the best CPI compared to
the other architectures whereas the MIPS24k has sometimes a greater CPI than DSR-
HD. Indeed, the MIPS R3000—as a five-stage architecture—is made up of only the
necessary functional stages (Instruction Fetch, Instruction Decode, ALU, MEM Access
and WB): i.e., one stage per mandatory function. As a consequence, the number of
stall cycles are reduced. On the other side, DSR-HD has greater CPIs than the MIPS32
24K, mainly because of memory instructions that cannot access directly the memories
due to conflicts of ressources induced by the two clock domains described in chapter
5. On all the benchmarks, the greatest difference between DSR-HD and the MIPS
R3000 CPIs is equal to 0.8, the smallest is equal to 0.03 and the average is equal to
0.39. The differences for the MIPS24k and the MIPS R3000 become 0.69, 0 and 0.22,
respectively.
Tables C.1 and D.1 report the access time of the slowest memory (instruction
or data memory) required for each EEMBC application (section 6.3 explains how
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these values were obtained). Indeed, these access times depend mainly on the largest
memory size, on their organization (32 or 64 bits) and on the various technology nodes.
These timings allow us to accurately establish the maximum clock frequency of the
whole system (see figure 7.1). Finally, this information, coupled with that of table
B.1, leads to the performance of the studied processors for each EEMBC application.
The access time grows when the transistor length decreases: this is due to the internal
interconnections within the memory itself that scale more slowly than the transistors
(details in subsection 6.3). Furthermore, the access time of a 64-bit memory is slower
than that of a 32-bit memory—of the same capacity in terms of bytes—because its
address decoder is smaller, and hence faster.
This section concerns the three EEMBC applications where DSR-HD obtained the
best, the worst and a typical gain, under a conservative wire technology scaling, in
terms of performance compared to the MIPS R3000 and the MIPS24k. The per-
formance gain is the ratio of the difference between the DSR-HD and MIPS R3000
execution times divided by the MIPS R3000 execution time required to perform an
EEMBC benchmark. The same approach has been applied to obtain the performance
of the MIPS24k architecture compared to the R3000.
The core clock frequency was set to 330MHz for the MIPS R3000 processor instead
of 350MHz as previously (explanation in table 2.1). This small difference may have an
effect at the two first technology node levels (130 and 90nm): indeed, the core may be
the critical path, like is the case in figure 7.9. In this condition, the EEMBC memories
have no influence on the global clock frequency of the MIPS R3000.
The most common performance gain brought by DSR-HD over the MIPS R3000
is represented in figure 7.9. It corresponds to the conven00data 3 EEMBC program
(a telecommunication application, see section 6.6). This typical gain3 is about 32%
in any technology node whereas the MIPS24k varies from 20 (130nm node) to -12.5%
(22nm node). To make the analysis of this graph easier, figure 3.1 is summarized and
updated in figure 7.10 according to the three well defined architectures mentioned so
far.
An important information is that the maximum frequencies that DSR-HD and
the MIPS24k can reach are assumed to be the same (explanation in section 5.5): so,
f2sat = f3sat = 625MHz whereas f1sat = 330MHz. We will note that the MIPS24k has
a greatest performance gain than DSR-HD for a given frequency. Moreover, the highest
3More details on the EEMBC benchmarks in section 6.6.
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Figure 7.9: Typical DSR-HD and MIPS32 24K Performance Gains among all the EEMBC
Applications: conven00data 3 Benchmark Results. The baseline is the execution time re-
quired by the MIPS R3000 processor with single port direct mapped primary memories to
perform the conven00data 3 EEMBC benchmark. For each technology node, the DSR-HD
and MIPS24k execution times are divided by this baseline.
performance is obtained by the five-stage processor when the frequency is inferior or
equal to f1sat due to its short pipeline length. Between f1sat and f1,2 (f1,3), the MIPS24k
(DSR-HD) is still lower performing than the R3000 with its f1sat frequency because of
a lower CPI. Once the frequency overcomes f3,2, there is no way for DSR-HD to have
a better performance than the MIPS24k because of its smaller CPI: however, this case
never occurred.
In figure 7.9, we can observe that the gain of DSR-HD is constant during the two
first technology nodes: indeed, both DSR-HD and the R3000 are not limited by the
memory access time and may run at their maximum speed. On the other hand, the
MIPS24k frequency is between f1,2 and f3,2 in the first node: that is the reason why the
gain is positive but inferior to DSR-HD. So at this node, the MIPS24k is already limited
by its instruction memory access time of just 4324 bytes (see table E.1). Consequently,
its frequency will scale more slowly than that of the R3000 at 90nm because memories
have a scale factor of about 10% higher than the raw logic: so, the MIPS24k speed
increases but less than the R3000 and it remains located between the same range of
frequencies than previously what still implies a positive gain.
As of the 65nm technology node, the memory becomes part of the critical path4 of
all the processors. The frequencies are below their maximum limit:
4This depends on the memory size required by an application and may occurs earlier or later than the
65nm node.
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Figure 7.10: Expected Gain of DSR Compared to Scalar Architectures: fi,j is the threshold
frequency that must be reached to pass from the architecture (i) to a more sophisticated
architecture (j). (1) is the reference performance achieved by a five-stage processor like the
MIPS R3000 architecture where the maximum frequency peaks at about 330 MHz (f1sat)
in a 0.13µm High-performance process. (2) represents the gain in performance brought by
a deeper pipeline like the last MIPS32 24K over a five-stage processor where the higher
reachable frequency is f2sat . (3) corresponds to the gain in performance brought by the DSR
architecture compared to (1) where the maximum frequency is f3sat .
i.e., f1,3 < fDSR−HD < f3sat , f1sat < fMIPS24k < f1,2 and fR3000 < f1sat . So, the
performance gain of the MIPS24k begins to be negative whereas the one of DSR-HD
stays high at 31% but which is lower than in the previous node: this is due to its larger
multiplexer that forwards the computed data back to the ALU stage entrance. Indeed,
the critical path is the same except for this multiplexer, due the deeper pipeline. The
frequency ratio has decreased to a value a bit inferior to 625MHz
330MHz
.
For the last three technology nodes, the DSR-HD gain increases slightly because
of the interconnection delays that become significant as shown in figure 7.1, even if
it is reduced by the forwarding multiplexer larger than the R3000’s one. Indeed, the
essence of DSR-HD is to be less sensitive to the delays of wires that connect the
core to the primary memories, which is the case, as shown in figure 7.11: these gains
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are the difference of gains normalized to the performance of the MIPS R3000 based
on optimistic and pessimistic wire delay models. The graph highlights the effect of
the deep-submicron wire delays on the performance of processors. The trend lines
indicate that the gap of performance between the three processors increases as of the
65nm node.
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Figure 7.11: Wire Delay Penalty on the DSR-HD Performance Gain for the conven00data 3
Benchmark: the baseline is the execution time required by the MIPS R3000 processor with
single port direct mapped primary memories to perform the conven00data 3 EEMBC bench-
mark. For each technology node, the DSR-HD and MIPS24k execution times are divided by
the baseline.
On the MIPS24k side, the performance decreases for three reasons: the wire delays,
the eight-stage’s forwarding multiplexer and the slower memory access time scaling:
a 64-bit memory access time is smaller than its 32-bit counterpart. However, the gap
decreases with future technology nodes even if the scale factor is the same. Indeed,
the scale factor applied to great number (e.g., a 32-bit access time) induces a greater
absolute number than the same scaling factor applied to a smaller number (e.g., a
64-bit access time) as described in figure 7.12.
Figure 7.13 highlights the greatest performance gain of DSR-HD over the MIPS
R3000: this is due to the fact that the data memory of this application is large—811KB
(see table C.1)—and constitutes the speed bottleneck of the three architectures. All
the frequencies are smaller than f1sat . The DSR-HD’s frequency is greater than the
frequency of the MIPS24k which is itself higher than the R3000 one. Furthermore,
the CPIs are quite the same as reported in table B.1. That is the reason why all the
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Figure 7.12: 32-bit vs. 64-bit HD Memory Access Time Trend: each line represents the dif-
ference of access time between a 32-bit and a 64-bit HD SRAM memory. The gap diminishes
as gate widths get smaller.
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Figure 7.13: Best DSR-HD Performance Gains: rgbyiq01 Benchmark Results. The baseline
is the execution time required by the MIPS R3000 processor with single port direct mapped
primary memories to perform the rgbyiq01 EEMBC benchmark. For each technology node,
the DSR-HD and MIPS24k execution time are divided by the baseline.
performance gains are positive. The explanations of their trends—that go from 15 to
10% for the MIPS24k and 46 to 47% for DSR-HD—are similar to those described for
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figure 7.9.
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Figure 7.14: Worst DSR-HD Performance Gains: puwmod01 Benchmark Results. The base-
line is the execution time required by the MIPS R3000 processor with single port direct
mapped primary memories to perform the puwmod01 EEMBC benchmark. For each tech-
nology node, the DSR-HD and MIPS24k execution time are divided by the baseline.
Figure 7.14 shows the case where DSR-HD obtains the smallest gains compared to
the R3000: The gains of the MIPS24k decrease from 14 to -10.5% whereas the gains
are still positive for DSR-HD and are between 15 and 17.5%. The data memory size
is equal to 9824 bytes are is part of the critical path as of the 90nm node.
The trends of gains are still the same under an aggressive wire technology scaling
factor as shown by the the last three figures of appendix J. Except for the best
case, the effect of the interconnections is delayed to 45nm node where the frequencies
of the processors are limited by the primary memory access. The performance of
the MIPS24k are better and those of DSR-HD are quite unchanged compared to the
conservative model.
7.6 Scalar Embedded Processor Efficiency
So far, the benefit of DSR-HD compared to the MIPS R3000 and the the MIPS32 24k
have been discussed and established in terms of frequency and performance. However,
this is not a guarantee of quality: indeed, the use of a superscalar processor or a matrix
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of processors would also lead to a greater performance than a scalar five-stage proces-
sor. But obviously, these solutions require more silicon area and consume more energy
than a scalar processor which is not necessarily compatible with the embedded world.
Moreover, these hardware solutions would be too sophisticated for many embedded
applications. So, a key factor to determine the quality of an architecture and compare
them is the ratio Performance
Area
(known as MIPS
Area
), called efficiency.
The efficiency results were obtained under the same conditions as in the two pre-
vious sections. The surface of silicon involved in any processor has been introduced,
and takes into account in the total area of the circuit: i.e., the raw core and the re-
quired primary memories. The R3000 and the MIPS24k core area used are 1.9mm2
and 2.8mm2, respectively [62]. Even if DSR-HD is not planned to be as sophisticated
as the MIPS24k, the same surface of silicon will be considered.
According to Virage Logic memories [66] and CACTI3.0 report [44], the relation
between SP SRAM memory capacity and their area is linear. So, the area of gener-
ated Virage Logic’s SRAMs lead to the area of memories that require the EEMBC
benchmarks, using the principle of linearity. Furthermore, the core and memory areas
scale with a factor equal to 0.5 every technology node [60] (relative to the WxL gate
size where W and L scale by a factor of 0.7). The 32-bit and 64-bit SP memory sizes
used in this work are listed in appendixes E and F.
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Figure 7.15: Typical DSR-HD and MIPS32 24K Efficiency Gains among all the EEMBC
Applications: conven00data 3 Benchmark Results.
The most common gains of efficiency were observed for the same benchmark as
for the average performance gains, i.e., conven00data 3, as shown in figure 7.15. The
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monotony of efficiency gains follows precisely the one obtained for performance in
figure 7.9 and then, obeys to the same explanation. However, they are reduced and
vary from 1.7 to 4.3% for DSR-HD5 and from -13% to -38% for the MIPS24k. This is
due to the size of the memories required for this application that are small compared
to the core sizes (see appendix F.1): the R3000 occupies 32% less silicon area than the
two eight-stage processors.
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Figure 7.16: Best DSR-HD Efficiency Gains: rgbyiq01 Benchmark Results.
As for the typical efficiency gains, the benchmark corresponding to the best DSR-
HD gain is the same as in the previous section and follows the same monotony. How-
ever, the gains stay important for DSR-HD and culminate at about 70% in any node
as reported in figure 7.16: indeed, the rgbyiq01 program needs a large data memory
(230 KBytes) which amplifies the efficiency result of DSR-HD to the detriment of the
R3000. Likewise, the difference of gain between the MIPS24k and the R3000 (and
DSR-HD as well) is reduced compared to the performance gain because the 64-bit
memories occupy more space than their 32-bit counterparts (see appendix F.1): it
goes from 6.1% to 0.1%.
The worst efficiency results are resumed in figure 7.17 where the DSR-HD effi-
ciency is between -12.6 and -15% whereas the MIPS24k losses vary between -16.5%
and -35.2%. Again, the benchmark and the gain monotony are similar to those of the
worst performance case. All the gains are negative because the total memory area is
small (about 12KB) compared to the core sizes and the performance gains were not
important enough.
5DSR-HP occupies much more silicon area than DSR-HD due to its dual port primary memories which
implies an insufficient efficiency gain
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Figure 7.17: Worst DSR-HD Performance Gains: puwmod01 Benchmark Results.
When an optimistic wire technology scaling factor is taken into account the effi-
ciency of the MIPS24k is slightly improved whereas the efficiency gains remain roughly
unchanged as shown in appendix K. Indeed, DSR-HD is less sensitive to the wire de-
lay since it is roughly divided by 2 compared to the R3000 and the 24k as written in
equation 7.3.
7.7 Conclusion
In order to establish experimental results, the type of wires used to interconnect the
primary memories and the core has been identified: the semi-global scaled-length
wires—spanning 50K gates—have delays that can reach up to 30 or 53 FO4s in the
22nm technology node, depending if an aggressive or conservative prediction is con-
sidered.
First, it has been shown that the processor frequencies are increasingly limited by
their primary memory access time coupled with the wire effect. Indeed, the larger the
memory and smaller the core period can be. Likewise, the use of a High-density SRAM
can reduce the CPU frequency because they are slower than their High-performance
counterparts. Even if the MIPS24k and DSR-HD have the same intrinsic maximum
speed (625MHz vs. 330MHz for the R3000), DSR-HD is the much less disturbed by
slow memories and (conservative or aggressive) wire delays. In the worst case, it runs
15% faster than the MIPS R3000 in any technology node.
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All three architectures are based on the same set of instructions, and are binary
compatible allowing to perform the same program on every processor. Consequently, it
was possible to compared both performance and efficiency of these architectures. The
DSR-HD CPI is 0.4 greater than the R3000 one which is itself 0.2 smaller than the
MIPS24k CPI, in average. However, taking clock frequency into account, it appears
that DSR-HD is the most performing among the three processors: it is between 15
and 46% more performing than the R3000 in any technology node where, most of the
time, the MIPS24k suffers of a negative gain compared to the R3000.
Finally, the efficiency parameter—defined as the MIPS
Area
ratio—was used to deter-
mine the best architecture. The benefit of the performance of DSR-HD is reduced in
terms of efficiency when the total primary memory area is about the same than CPU
cores: indeed, the R3000 core is 32% smaller than the eight-stage processor (the DSR-
HD area has been aligned to the large MIPS24k size). The MIPS24 efficiency gain is
negative most of time and goes from -13 to -38% in the typical case. The efficiency
gain of DSR-HD varies between 1.7 and 4.3% in the typical case, between -12.6 and
-15% in the worst case and constant at 70% in the best case, compared to the R3000.

Chapter 8
Conclusion
In this thesis, we explore the state-of-the-art of the most performing scalar embedded
processor architectures like the ARM11, ARC700, Xtensa V, the PowerPC 405, and
focus on the MIPS32 24k and the MIPS R3000. Three scalar architectures have been
investigated to be independent of the foundry in deep-submicron technologies: DSR-
HP to improve the performance, DSR-HD to improve the efficiency and to reduce the
silicon area and DSR-LP to save energy.
The concern of this thesis work was to propose a scalar processor architecture more
performing or/and that requires less silicon area than their counterparts. The efficiency
criterion that takes into account both performance and area was chosen as the most
relevant metric. Consequently, this thesis focused on the High Density version of the
DSR architectures.
A simplified High-performance eight-stage architecture and a five-stage processor
have been implemented in CL013LV-OD process from TSMC. Results like the criti-
cal paths, maximum frequencies and areas have been used to validate the proposed
architectures.
8.1 Main Contributions
The main contribution of this work is the proposal of an embedded scalar processor
architecture—DSR—that tackles the Memory Wall. The key idea is to allow two
CPU clock cycles to access the primary memories instead of one, as is the case in
all the previously cited processors. In other words, the primary memories run on a
clock twice slower than the CPU clock. Thus, the effect of the memory access time
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on the frequency of the processor is limited. Likewise, the delays of the wires that
connect the core to its primary memories are reduced. As a consequence, and despite
wasted cycles due to a deeper pipeline, DSR-HD is up to 72% more efficient than a
standard five-stage processor and even more compared to the MIPS32 24k, which has
the same intrinsic maximum frequency as DSR. The relative low efficiency of the 24k
comes from the fact that the memory access time is still part of the critical path for
future technology nodes and its deeper pipeline implies extra latencies compared to a
five-stage scalar processor. Furthermore, the new MIPS24k’s functions, implemented
to improve performance, were not used to remain binary compatible with the R3000
and DSR. Finally, the 24k occupies more area than the R3000, mainly due to its extra
functions. So, the slower the memory path, the more benefit DSR has compared to
other scalar architectures.
Furthermore, DSR is efficient in various domains of applications.
The second contribution is the study of the effect of both primary memory and
interconnection delays on scalar embedded processor frequencies as a function of tech-
nology nodes.
A cache model—CACTI—, the ITRS roadmap and a Virage Logic’s SRAM com-
piler were used to calculate and validate industrial memory access times and areas.
Thus, various HD SRAM sizes (especially those required by the EEMBC benchmarks)
and their corresponding access time and area, for several technology nodes, have been
listed for both 32 and 64-bit word width.
Finally, a virtual operating system has been implemented on the five-stage sim-
ulator VMIPS that allows to run any program, even those that use standard I/O
functions. A profiler has also been attached in order to extract many statistic on the
behavior of C programs. This last point allowed to establish and report MIPS R3000
CPIs associated to the EEMBC benchmarks, as well as the number of instructions
executed.
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8.2 Perspectives
The reduction of power consumption suggested by DSR-LP, due to a lower memory
power supply voltage, should be investigated in detail and applied to the EEMBC
benchmarks for several technology nodes. The partitioning of the static and dynamic
power consumption between the processor core and its primary memories according
to the number of read and write operations should be identified. Then, the formula
giving the new power supply of the memories as a function of the reduced memory
frequency has to be established.
For a performance point of view, on-chip memory re-sizing should be studied by
limiting the number of cache misses without deteriorating the clock period. Thus, the
increase in the size of the caches that does not reduce the frequency of the processor
has to be determine. In this case, only applications that require caches and where
DSR runs at its maximum intrinsic speed should be taken into account.

Appendix A
Aggressive Embedded Processor
Clock Period Scaling
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Figure A.1: HS Embedded Processor Clock Period Scaling: three processor clock period
scalings are reported in this graph including direct mapped primary memory access time,
forwarding multiplexer, aggressive wires and clock overhead. The bare CPU is no longer
the critical path as of the 32nm node for the five-stage processor with a (small) 8KB data
memory, whereas the same path already limits the frequency at the 65nm node with a 64KB
memory. The MIPS24K clock period is smallest but has roughly the same behavior whereas
DSR-HP is less sensitive to technology scaling and limits its effect for later technology nodes.
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Figure A.2: HD Embedded Processor Clock Period Scaling: three processor clock period
scalings are reported in this graph including direct mapped primary memory access time,
forwarding multiplexer, aggressive wires and clock overhead. The bare CPU is no longer
the critical path as of the 45nm node for the five-stage processor with a (small) 8KB data
memory, whereas the same path already limits the frequency at the 130nm node with a 64KB
memory. The DSR-HD is less sensitive to technology scaling and limits its effect for later
technology nodes. In any case, DSR-HD proposes the fastest clock frequency of complete
micro-processors.
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Table B.1: CPIs as a function of embedded architectures for EEMBC benchmarks: for any
EEMBC application, MIPS R3000 has the smallest and then the best CPI compared to the
other architectures whereas the MIPS24k has sometimes a greater CPI than DSR-HD. This
table reports also the number of instructions performed for each applications: these numbers
are exactly those executed by the MIPS R3000 and have been kept unchanged for the other
processors as explained in chapter 7.1.
Appendix C
32-bit HD Memory Access Time
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130nm 90nm 65nm 45nm 32nm 22nm
ospf 7700 49.9 56.2 59.2 65.9 71.3 79.9
pktflowb512k 4604 46.1 51.8 54.6 60.8 65.8 73.7
pktflowb1m 4604 46.1 51.8 54.6 60.8 65.8 73.7
pktflowb2m 4604 46.1 51.8 54.6 60.8 65.8 73.7
pktflowb4m 4604 46.1 51.8 54.6 60.8 65.8 73.7
routelookup 9160 51.2 57.6 60.7 67.6 73.2 82
autcor00data_1 3768 42 47.2 49.8 55.4 60 67.2
autcor00data_2 3768 42 47.2 49.8 55.4 60 67.2
autcor00data_3 3768 42 47.2 49.8 55.4 60 67.2
conven00data_1 4324 46 51.7 54.6 60.7 65.7 73.6
conven00data_2 4324 46 51.7 54.6 60.7 65.7 73.6
conven00data_3 4324 46 51.7 54.6 60.7 65.7 73.6
fbital00data_2 4120 45.9 51.6 54.4 60.5 65.5 73.4
fbital00data_3 4120 45.9 51.6 54.4 60.5 65.5 73.4
fbital00data_6 4120 45.9 51.6 54.4 60.5 65.5 73.4
fft00data_1 6676 48.8 54.9 57.9 64.4 69.7 78.1
fft00data_2 6676 48.8 54.9 57.9 64.4 69.7 78.1
fft00data_3 5072 46.7 52.5 55.3 61.6 66.7 74.7
viterb00data_1 4652 46.5 52.3 55.1 61.3 66.4 74.3
viterb00data_2 4652 46.5 52.3 55.1 61.3 66.4 74.3
viterb00data_3 4652 46.5 52.3 55.1 61.3 66.4 74.3
viterb00data_4 4652 46.5 52.3 55.1 61.3 66.4 74.3
bezier01fixed 19176 61.7 69.4 73.1 81.4 88.1 98.7
bezier01float 19176 61.7 69.4 73.1 81.4 88.1 98.7
dither01 65632 78.9 88.7 93.5 104.1 112.7 126.2
rotate01 25900 59.9 67.4 71.1 79 85.6 95.9
text01 57812 76.6 86.1 90.8 101 109.4 122.5
cjpeg 762760 220.2 247.7 261.1 290.4 314.5 352.2
djpeg 811968 224.5 252.5 266.2 296.1 320.6 359.1
rgbcmy01 230824 126.4 142.2 149.9 166.8 180.6 202.3
rgbhpg01 77224 61.7 94.1 99.2 110.3 119.4 133.8
rgbyiq01 230824 126.4 142.2 149.9 166.8 180.6 202.3
ttsprk01 49844 72.3 81.3 85.7 95.4 103.3 115.7
tblook01 12332 54.8 61.7 65 72.3 78.3 87.7
rspeed01 2084 40.1 45.2 47.6 53 57.4 64.2
puwmod01 9824 52.2 58.7 61.9 68.8 74.5 83.5
pntrch01 5516 47.2 53.1 56 62.3 67.5 75.6
idctrn01 12140 54.4 61.2 64.5 71.8 77.7 87
canrdr01 6088 47.8 53.8 56.7 63.1 68.3 76.6
cacheb01 4212 45.9 51.6 54.4 60.5 65.5 73.4
bitmnp01 10800 53.2 59.9 63.1 70.2 76 85.2
basefp01 16660 59.1 66.5 70.1 78 84.4 94.6
aiifft01 44180 69.6 78.2 82.5 91.8 99.4 111.3
aifirf01 4400 46 51.7 54.6 60.7 65.7 73.6
aifftr01 44180 69.6 78.2 82.5 91.8 99.4 111.3
a2time01 4432 46 51.7 54.6 60.7 65.7 73.6
Max(iram,dram) 
size (Bytes)
HD SP 32b Memory Access time (fo4)Program name
Table C.1: 32-bit HD Memory Access Time for EEMBC Benchmarks: each memory size
represents the largest SP memory among the instruction and data memories. In any case,
the access time grows when the transistor length decreases: this is due to the internal inter-
connections within the memory itself that scale slower than the transistors (see subsection
6.3). These access times were obtained as described in subsection 6.3.
Appendix D
64-bit HD Memory Access Time
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130nm 90nm 65nm 45nm 32nm 22nm
ospf 7700 45.9 51.6 54.4 60.5 65.5 73.4
pktflowb512k 4604 45.7 51.4 54.2 60.3 65.3 73.2
pktflowb1m 4604 45.7 51.4 54.2 60.3 65.3 73.2
pktflowb2m 4604 45.7 51.4 54.2 60.3 65.3 73.2
pktflowb4m 4604 45.7 51.4 54.2 60.3 65.3 73.2
routelookup 9160 51 57.3 60.4 67.2 72.8 81.6
autcor00data_1 3768 41.7 46.9 49.4 55 59.5 66.7
autcor00data_2 3768 41.7 46.9 49.4 55 59.5 66.7
autcor00data_3 3768 41.7 46.9 49.4 55 59.5 66.7
conven00data_1 4324 45.7 51.4 54.2 60.3 65.2 73.1
conven00data_2 4324 45.7 51.4 54.2 60.3 65.2 73.1
conven00data_3 4324 45.7 51.4 54.2 60.3 65.2 73.1
fbital00data_2 4120 45.7 51.4 54.2 60.3 65.2 73.1
fbital00data_3 4120 45.7 51.4 54.2 60.3 65.2 73.1
fbital00data_6 4120 45.7 51.4 54.2 60.3 65.2 73.1
fft00data_1 6676 45.3 50.9 53.7 59.7 64.7 72.5
fft00data_2 6676 45.3 50.9 53.7 59.7 64.7 72.5
fft00data_3 5072 46.4 52.1 55 61.1 66.2 74.2
viterb00data_1 4652 46.1 51.9 54.7 60.9 65.9 73.8
viterb00data_2 4652 46.1 51.9 54.7 60.9 65.9 73.8
viterb00data_3 4652 46.1 51.9 54.7 60.9 65.9 73.8
viterb00data_4 4652 46.1 51.9 54.7 60.9 65.9 73.8
bezier01fixed 19176 55.9 62.9 66.3 73.7 79.9 89.5
bezier01float 19176 55.9 62.9 66.3 73.7 79.9 89.5
dither01 65632 78.4 88.2 93 103.5 112 125.5
rotate01 25900 59.7 67.2 70.8 78.8 85.3 95.5
text01 57812 76.4 85.9 90.6 100.7 109.1 122.2
cjpeg 762760 218.4 245.6 259 288 311.9 349.3
djpeg 811968 222.6 250.4 264 293.7 318 356.1
rgbcmy01 230824 112.8 126.9 133.8 148.8 161.2 180.5
rgbhpg01 77224 55.9 93.5 98.6 109.7 118.8 133.1
rgbyiq01 230824 112.8 126.9 133.8 148.8 161.2 180.5
ttsprk01 49844 72.1 81.1 85.5 95.1 103 115.4
tblook01 12332 52.3 58.8 62 69 74.7 83.6
rspeed01 2084 39.8 44.7 47.2 52.4 56.8 63.6
puwmod01 9824 50.5 56.8 59.9 66.7 72.2 80.9
pntrch01 5516 46.9 52.8 55.7 61.9 67 75.1
idctrn01 12140 51.8 58.3 61.5 68.4 74.1 82.9
canrdr01 6088 44.8 50.4 53.1 59.1 64 71.6
cacheb01 4212 45.5 51.2 54 60.1 65.1 72.9
bitmnp01 10800 51.2 57.6 60.7 67.5 73.1 81.9
basefp01 16660 54.7 61.5 64.9 72.1 78.1 87.5
aiifft01 44180 69.4 78 82.3 91.5 99.1 111
aifirf01 4400 45.7 51.4 54.2 60.3 65.2 73.1
aifftr01 44180 69.4 78 82.3 91.5 99.1 111
a2time01 4432 45.7 51.4 54.2 60.3 65.2 73.1
Max(iram,dram) 
size (Bytes)
HD SP 64b Memory Access time (fo4)Program name
Table D.1: 64-bit HD Memory Access Time for EEMBC Benchmarks: each memory size
represents the largest SP memory among the instruction and data memories. In any case,
the access time grows when the transistor length decreases: this is due to the internal inter-
connections within the memory itself that scale slower than the transistors (see subsection
6.3). These access times—obtained as described in subsection 6.3— are smaller than their
32-bit counterparts due to a smaller size (surface) for a same capacity (bytes) because of
address port and hence the address decoder that are smaller.
Appendix E
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Table E.1: Instruction Memory Areas for EEMBC Applications: this table reports the
silicon area of the primary memories required for the MIPS R3000, the MIPS24k and DSR-
HD architectures. All memories were generated in a 130nm technology (more details in
subsection 6.3): the surface to the next technology node was extrapolated by applying a
multiplying factor of 0.5 as mentioned in [60].
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Table F.1: Data Memory Areas for EEMBC Applications: this table reports the silicon
area of the primary memories required for the MIPS R3000, the MIPS24k and DSR-HD
architectures. All memories were generated in a 130nm technology (more details in subsection
6.3): the surface to the next technology node was extrapolated by applying a multiplying
factor of 0.5 as mentioned in [60].

Appendix G
HP Processor Performance:
Conservative Wire Model
All the below graphs report the gain brought by the MIPS32 24K and DSR-HP pro-
cessors over the MIPS R3000 on EEMBC benchmarks based on a pessimistic wire load
model. The core clock frequency was set to 350MHz for the MIPS R3000 processor
and 625MHz for the eight-stage architectures.
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Figure G.1.1: Average Performance based on
EEMBC Integer Benchmarks
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Figure G.1.2: ospf Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.3: pktflowb512k Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.4: pktflowb1m Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.5: pktflowb2m Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.6: pktflowb4m Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.7: routelookup Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.8: autcor00data 1 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.9: autcor00data 2 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.10: autcor00data 3 Benchmark Re-
sults
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Figure G.1.11: conven00data 1 Benchmark Re-
sults
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Figure G.1.12: conven00data 2 Benchmark Re-
sults
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Figure G.1.13: conven00data 3 Benchmark Re-
sults
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Figure G.1.14: fbital00data 2 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.15: fbital00data 3 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.16: fbital00data 6 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.17: fft00data 1 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.18: fft00data 2 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.19: fft00data 3 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.20: viterb00data 1 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.21: viterb00data 2 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.22: viterb00data 3 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.23: viterb00data 4 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.24: bezier01fixed Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.25: bezier01float Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.26: dither01 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.27: rotate01 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.28: text01 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.29: djpeg Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.30: rgbcmy01 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.31: rgbhpg01 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.32: rgbyiq01 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.33: ttsprk01 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.34: tblook01 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.35: rspeed01 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.36: puwmod01 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.37: pntrch01 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.38: canrdr01 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.39: cacheb01 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.40: bitmnp01 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.41: aifirf01 Benchmark Results
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Figure G.1.42: a2time01 Benchmark Results
Appendix H
HP Processor Performance:
Aggressive Wire Model
All the below graphs report the gain brought by the MIPS32 24K and DSR-HP pro-
cessors over the MIPS R3000 on EEMBC benchmarks based on an optimistic wire load
model. The core clock frequency was set to 350MHz for the MIPS R3000 processor
and 625MHz for the eight-stage architectures.
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Figure H.1.43: Average Performance of EEMBC
Integer Benchmarks
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Figure H.1.44: ospf Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.45: pktflowb512k Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.46: pktflowb1m Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.47: pktflowb2m Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.48: pktflowb4m Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.49: routelookup Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.50: autcor00data 1 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.51: autcor00data 2 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.52: autcor00data 3 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.53: conven00data 1 Benchmark Re-
sults
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Figure H.1.54: conven00data 2 Benchmark Re-
sults
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Figure H.1.55: conven00data 3 Benchmark Re-
sults
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Figure H.1.56: fbital00data 2 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.57: fbital00data 3 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.58: fbital00data 6 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.59: fft00data 1 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.60: fft00data 2 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.61: fft00data 3 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.62: viterb00data 1 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.63: viterb00data 2 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.64: viterb00data 3 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.65: viterb00data 4 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.66: bezier01fixed Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.67: bezier01float Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.68: dither01 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.69: rotate01 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.70: text01 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.71: djpeg Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.72: rgbcmy01 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.73: rgbhpg01 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.74: rgbyiq01 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.75: ttsprk01 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.76: tblook01 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.77: rspeed01 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.78: puwmod01 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.79: pntrch01 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.80: canrdr01 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.81: cacheb01 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.82: bitmnp01 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.83: aifirf01 Benchmark Results
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Figure H.1.84: a2time01 Benchmark Results
Appendix I
HD Processor Performance:
Conservative Wire Model
All the below graphs report the gain brought by the MIPS32 24K and DSR-HD pro-
cessors over the MIPS R3000 on EEMBC benchmarks based on a pessimistic wire load
model. The core clock frequency was set to 350MHz for the MIPS R3000 processor
and 625MHz for the eight-stage architectures.
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Figure I.1.85: Average Performance based on
EEMBC Integer Benchmarks
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Figure I.1.86: ospf Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.87: pktflowb512k Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.88: pktflowb1m Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.89: pktflowb2m Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.90: pktflowb4m Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.91: routelookup Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.92: autcor00data 1 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.93: autcor00data 2 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.94: autcor00data 3 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.95: conven00data 1 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.96: conven00data 2 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.97: conven00data 3 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.98: fbital00data 2 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.99: fbital00data 3 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.100: fbital00data 6 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.101: fft00data 1 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.102: fft00data 2 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.103: fft00data 3 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.104: viterb00data 1 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.105: viterb00data 2 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.106: viterb00data 3 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.107: viterb00data 4 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.108: bezier01fixed Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.109: bezier01float Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.110: dither01 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.111: rotate01 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.112: text01 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.113: djpeg Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.114: rgbcmy01 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.115: rgbhpg01 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.116: rgbyiq01 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.117: ttsprk01 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.118: tblook01 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.119: rspeed01 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.120: puwmod01 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.121: pntrch01 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.122: canrdr01 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.123: cacheb01 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.124: bitmnp01 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.125: aifirf01 Benchmark Results
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Figure I.1.126: a2time01 Benchmark Results
Appendix J
HD Processor Performance:
Aggressive Wire Model
All the below graphs report the gain brought by the MIPS32 24K and DSR-HD pro-
cessors over the MIPS R3000 on EEMBC benchmarks based on an optimistic wire load
model. The core clock frequency was set to 350MHz for the MIPS R3000 processor
and 625MHz for the eight-stage architectures.
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Figure J.1.127: Average Performance based on
EEMBC Integer Benchmarks
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Figure J.1.128: ospf Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.129: pktflowb512k Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.130: pktflowb1m Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.131: pktflowb2m Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.132: pktflowb4m Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.133: routelookup Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.134: autcor00data 1 Benchmark Re-
sults
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Figure J.1.135: autcor00data 2 Benchmark Re-
sults
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Figure J.1.136: autcor00data 3 Benchmark Re-
sults
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Figure J.1.137: conven00data 1 Benchmark Re-
sults
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Figure J.1.138: conven00data 2 Benchmark Re-
sults
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Figure J.1.139: conven00data 3 Benchmark Re-
sults
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Figure J.1.140: fbital00data 2 Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.141: fbital00data 3 Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.142: fbital00data 6 Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.143: fft00data 1 Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.144: fft00data 2 Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.145: fft00data 3 Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.146: viterb00data 1 Benchmark Re-
sults
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Figure J.1.147: viterb00data 2 Benchmark Re-
sults
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Figure J.1.148: viterb00data 3 Benchmark Re-
sults
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Figure J.1.149: viterb00data 4 Benchmark Re-
sults
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Figure J.1.150: bezier01fixed Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.151: bezier01float Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.152: dither01 Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.153: rotate01 Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.154: text01 Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.155: djpeg Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.156: rgbcmy01 Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.157: rgbhpg01 Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.158: rgbyiq01 Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.159: ttsprk01 Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.160: tblook01 Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.161: rspeed01 Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.162: puwmod01 Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.163: pntrch01 Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.164: canrdr01 Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.165: cacheb01 Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.166: bitmnp01 Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.167: aifirf01 Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.168: a2time01 Benchmark Results
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Figure J.1.169: cjpeg Benchmark Results
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In this last part, the core clock frequency was set to 330MHz for the MIPS R3000 processor
and 625MHz for the eight-stage architectures.
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Figure J.1.170: Best DSR-HD Gains: rgbyiq01
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Figure J.1.171: Worst DSR-HD Gains: puwmod01
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Figure J.1.172: Typical DSR-HD and MIPS32
24K Gains among all the EEMBC Applications:
convendata00 3 Benchmark Results

Appendix K
HD Processor Efficiency:
Aggressive Wire Model
All the below graphs report the gain brought by the MIPS32 24K and DSR-HD pro-
cessors over the MIPS R3000 on EEMBC benchmarks based on an optimistic wire load
model. The core clock frequency was set to 330MHz for the MIPS R3000 processor
and 625MHz for the eight-stage architectures.
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Figure K.1.173: Average Performance based on
EEMBC Integer Benchmarks
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Figure K.1.174: rgbyiq01 Benchmark Results
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Figure K.1.175: puwmod01 Benchmark Results
Appendix L
Wire Delay Penalty
The gains of DSR-HD and the MIPS24k were established based on both aggressive and
conservative wire load model and compared to the performance of the MIPS R3000
that uses an aggressive wire load model. Thus, the difference of the gains obtained, and
reported in the figures below, highlight the effect of the wires on the performance. The
core clock frequency was set to 330MHz for the MIPS R3000 processor and 625MHz
for the eight-stage architectures.
It comes out that DSR-HD attenuates the most the increasing drawback of the
wire delays.
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Figure L.1.176: Wire Delay Penalty on a Rep-
resentative DSR-HD Performance Gain among
all the EEMBC Applications: conven00data 3
Benchmark Results. The baseline is the execution
time required by the MIPS R3000 processor with
single port direct mapped primary memories to
perform the conven00data 3 EEMBC benchmark
and based on an aggressive wire load model.
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Figure L.1.177: rgbyiq01 Benchmark Results
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Figure L.1.178: puwmod01 Benchmark Results
Appendix M
Acronyms
AG Address Generation
ALU Arithmetic and Logic Unit
ARM Advanced RISC Machine
ASIC Application-Specific Integrated Circuit
ASIP Application Specific Instruction set Processor
ASP Application/Domain Specific Processor
ASSP Application-Specific Standard Product
BP Branch Predictor
BTIC Branch Target Instruction Cache
CACTI Cache Access and Cycle Time model
CAD Computer Aided Design
CAM Content Addressable Memory
CMOS Complementary Metal Oxide Silicon
CP0 system control CoProcessor
CPI Cycles Per Instruction
CPU Central Processing Unit
CVS Clustered Voltage Scaling
DC Data Cache
DE DEcode
DM Direct Mapped
DP Dual Port (memory)
DRAM Dynamic RAM
DSP Digital Signal Processor
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DSR Deep Submicron Architecture
DVS Dynamic Voltage Scaling
EEMBC Embedded Microprocessor Benchmarking Consortium
ER Exception Resolution
FIFO First In First Out
FO4 fanout-of-our inverter delay
FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array
FPU Floating Point Unit
FSF Free Software Foundation
FSM Finite State Machine
FSRAM Flexible Sequential and Ramdon Access Memory
FMT Fixed Map Translation
GAS Gnu ASsembler
GCC Gnu C Compiler
GDB Gnu DeBugger
HD High Density
HP High Performance
IC Instruction Count
IF Instruction Fetch/Instruction fetch First
IS Instruction fetch Second
ISS Instruction Set Simulator/Instruction iSSue
ID Instruction Decode
IP Instruction Prefetch
ISA Instruction Set Architecture
IT Instruction fetch Third
ITRS International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors
LP Low Power
LRU Least recently Used
MA Memory Access
MAC Multiply and ACcumulate
MEM MEMory
MF Memory access First
149
MS Memory access Second
MIPS Microcomputer without Interlocked Pipeline stages
OR
Million Instructions Per Second
MMU Memory Management Unit
NO No Overlap
NOP No OPeration
OS Operating System
PDE PreDEcode
PF Program Fetch
PVT Process Voltage Temperature
RA Register Access
RAM Random Access Memory
RAR Read After Read
RAW Read After Write
RISC Reduced Instruction Set Computer
RF Register File
RTL Register Transfer Level
RTOS Real Time Operating System
SAT SATuration
SH SHifter
SIT Software Instrumentation Tool
SOC System-On-Chip
SP Single Port (memory)
SPEC Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation
SRAM Static RAM
SYNC SYNChronization
TLB Translation Lookaside Buffer
VHDL VHSIC Hardware Description Language
VHSIC Very High Speed Integrated Circuit
VLIW Very Long Instruction Word
VMIPS Virtual MIPS
VOS Virtual Operating System
VSS VHDL System Simulator
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WAR Write After Read
WAW Write After Write
WB Write Back
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